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Executive summary 

Executive summary 

1. We have been asked by the two Foodstuffs cooperatives, Foodstuffs North Island (FSNI) and 
Foodstuffs South Island (FSSI), to prepare this further report on both empirical evidence and relevant 
theories as to the nature and intensity of competition in the retail grocery sector. This report builds on 
our earlier report on empirical evidence of grocery sector competition. 1 

2. The context for this report is the market study into the retail grocery sector being undertaken by the 
Commerce Commission (the Commission) and the preliminary finding expressed in the Commission's 
draft report that the major grocery retailers amount to a duopoly and choose strategies that limit the 
extent to which they compete with each other. 2 

3. The purpose of this report is to examine in further detail various matters arising during the 
Commission's conference. In particular, we review elements of the empirical evidence as to the nature 
and intensity of competition to assess the extent to which that evidence provides support for the 
Commission's central finding that competition is not working well for consumers. 3 

4. Our review of the evidence reveals three key oversights made by the Commission in relation to the 
empirical or theoretical analysis and its interpretation, ie: 

a. first, where empirical analysis has been undertaken, there are significant limitations in the 
measurement of key variables and the methodologies adopted; 

b. second, where the results of such empirical analyses have been considered by the Commission, 
they have been interpreted incorrectly; and 

c. third, where empirical evidence has been relied on to draw findings and conclusions, such 
evidence is equally consistent with alternative conclusions suggesting competition is effective. 

5. It follows that the empirical evidence and relevant theories relied upon by the Commission do not 
provide unambiguous support for its conclusion that competition is less than would be expected in a 
workably competitive market. The evidence is equally consistent with the alternative conclusion that 
competition is operating effectively in the grocery sector. 

6. The empirical evidence and theories examined in further detail in this report span: 

a. the Frontier Economics analysis of local market competition, and the extent to which that 
analysis allows any inferences to be drawn as to the effectiveness of competition in retail grocery 
markets; 

b. the question raised during the conference by Commissioner John Small - including by reference 
to academic literature - as to whether the national pricing strategies adopted by each of the 
major grocery retailers may facilitate coordinated pricing conduct, thereby detracting from the 
effectiveness of competition; 4 and 

1 HoustonKemp, Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , 9 September 2021 , pp 27-31. 
2 Commerce Commission, Market study into retail grocery sector Draft report, 29 July 2021 , p 299, paras 9.10 and 9.12. 
3 Commerce Commission, Market study into retail grocery sector Draft report - Executive summary, 29 July 2021 , p 3. 
4 Day 1 - Transcript of grocery market study conference , 21 October 2021 , p 37, lines 28-39. 
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c. the validity of the contention in the Commission's draft report that the stability of market shares, 
as between each of the major grocery retailers, is evidence that major grocery retailers are not 
competing closely with each other. 5 

7. An important backdrop to our further examination of this evidence is the widespread recognition that 
retail grocery sector competition takes place by reference to four principal dimensions, ie, price, 
quality, range, and service (PQRS). We therefore include a brief, prior discussion of the implications of 
the PQRS dimensions of competition for the interpretation of any empirical evidence as to the nature 
and degree of competition. 

Multi-dimensional nature of competition is under-recognised 

8. The Commission acknowledges that competition takes place on the basis of more than prices alone, 
referring to the additional competition dimensions of quality, range, and service throughout its draft 
report. 6 Indeed, the evidence before the Commission includes numerous examples of intense non
price competition. 7 

9. The results of the consumer survey presented by the Commission confirm that customers value the 
differentiated aspects of the retail offer, 8 implying that competition on such aspects should be 
considered in any empirical analysis of competition. 

10. These same considerations are reflected internationally, where regulators recognise the importance of 
competition on all aspects of PQRS between grocery retailers . Regulators in Australia and the United 
Kingdom have emphasised the role of non-price competition in past studies into grocery markets. 

11. Intense competition on those elements of PQRS that are valued by consumers is pro-competitive and 
welfare enhancing. It results in the provision of a wide range of products and service levels, 
encourages innovation, and improves the retail offering overall. 

12. Despite acknowledging its role in the sector, the Commission appears to have under-recognised the 
multi-dimensional nature of competition in its empirical assessment of grocery sector competition. The 
empirical evidence assessed by the Commission is limited in scope for two reasons: 

a. first, the Commission has not assessed the extent of competition between retailers on all PQRS 
aspects of the retail offer in a meaningful way; and 

b. second, the effect of QRS elements on price has not been adequately controlled for when 
assessing the relationship between price and concentration. 

13. By these omissions, the Commission's analysis of the intensity of grocery sector competition is 
incomplete. 

Frontier Economics' analysis is not unambiguous evidence of weak 
competition 

14. Frontier Economics provided analysis to the Commission examining the extent to which the structure 
of local grocery markets affects price competition between grocery stores. 9 

5 Commerce Commission , Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 202 1, para 5.93 . 
6 See, for example: Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.48 
7 See, for example: FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, 3 December 2021, section 'QRS 

competition'. 
8 Commerce Commission , Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report , July 2021 , figure F20, p 467. 
9 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , pp 135 and 137, paras 5.118 and 5.127-

5.128. 
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15. In our first report on grocery sector competition, we provided a response to Frontier Economics' 
analysis and results, and an assessment of the conclusions drawn by the Commission. 10 In this report, 
we further consider the limitations of the analysis and provide a number of alternative conclusions that 
are equally consistent with the results , demonstrating that the analysis of Frontier Economics does not 
provide unambiguous empirical evidence in support of the Commission's conclusions. 

16. We explain that there are a number of limitations to the approach taken by Frontier Economics, 
making it challenging to interpret the results with confidence. For example, the metrics chosen as a 
measure of concentration do not fully reflect local market concentration, and the analysis excludes a 
number of key product categories, including fresh fruit, vegetables, and meat. 

17. Importantly, the analysis does not account for the non-price elements of competition, or the possibility 
that prices are set on a national or regional basis with some local variation. As such, the results of the 
analysis mask important aspects of competition. 

18. The Commission states that Frontier Economics' analysis suggests that local market concentration 
has a limited effect on price competition, and concludes that such a finding suggests that competition 
between major grocery retailers is less than effective, ie: 11 

Overall, the analysis by Frontier Economics suggest that local market concentration appears to 
have little or no effect on price competition between the major grocery retailers. This is consistent 
with our preliminary finding that price competition between the major grocery retailers is less than 
we would expect in a workably competitive market. 

19. However, the Commission 's interpretation of the results is incorrect. Setting aside the limitations in the 
approach, the results of the analysis are mixed. Frontier Economics produces a number of both 
statistically significant and non-significant results, which cannot be interpreted to conclude that there is 
'little or no' relationship between the chosen measures of local market concentration and price 
between the major grocery retailers. 12 

20. Nevertheless, the finding that local market concentration has little or no effect on local prices is equally 
consistent with a number of alternative conclusions, including that: 

a. local and national grocery markets are subject to effective competition and retailers are earning 
normal profits; 

b. intense price competition takes place on a national level between the major retailers; and 

c. intense competition between the major retailers and other retailers takes place on the basis of all 
aspects of the retail offer. 

21. We conclude that the empirical evidence presented by Frontier Economics is does not provide 
unambiguous support for the Commission's conclusion that competition is less than expected in a 
workably competitive market. 13 

National pricing is highly unlikely to facilitate coordination 

22. We review the academic evidence in relation to a question raised during the conference by 
Commissioner John Small as to whether the national pricing strategies adopted by each of the major 
grocery retailers may facilitate coordinated pricing conduct, thereby detracting from the effectiveness 
of competition. 

10 HoustonKemp Economists , Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition, 9 September 2021 , pp 27-31. 
11 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 136, para 5.125. 
12 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 136, para 5.125. 
13 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 136, para 5.115. 
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23. The literature referred to by Dr Small assesses the profit maximising incentives for chain-store retailers 
of adopting national pricing, both unilaterally or jointly by coordinating with rivals. 14 Using a highly 
simplified, parameterised example, the paper finds there is some scope for the joint profits of rival 
retailers in a duopoly to be higher when both commit to uniform pricing and can agree to coordinate 
their prices. 15 

24. However, the scope for such circumstances to arise depends on the key parameters of the model, and 
there are limitations in drawing comparisons to the grocery sector in New Zealand owing to the 
complexities and uncertainties of 'real life'. 

25. Further, it is widely acknowledged that chain-store retailers adopt uniform pricing for a variety of 
reasons other than to engage in coordination or facilitation, including to minimise costs, increase 
customer satisfaction, and due to the difficulties in measuring local demand. 16 

26. The parameterised example in the literature referred to by Dr Small assumes chain-store rivals will be 
able to coordinate their pricing strategies, without consideration of the factors that may or may not 
facilitate such coordination. 

27. In our opinion, coordination in the grocery sector appears to be highly unlikely. The empirical evidence 
suggests it is likely to be very difficult to reach and sustain an agreement to weaken competition. This 
is consistent with the Commission's finding that its study did not disclose evidence of the major 
grocery retailers accommodating each other's strategies. 17 

28. We conclude that the literature referred to by Dr Small, along with empirical evidence from the sector, 
does not provide support to the position that coordination is likely between the major grocery retailers 
as a result of the adoption of uniform pricing strategies. 

Stable market shares provide insufficient evidence to support a conclusion 

29. Finally, we review the validity of the contention in the Commission's draft report that the stability of 
market shares is evidence that competition is not working well for consumers. We find that there are 
limitations in the measurement of market shares and interpretation of the results, and there are a 
number of alternative conclusions that can be drawn. 

30. In our opinion, there is insufficient information to draw a conclusion that market shares are stable 
because: 

a. the Commission does not have good quality of information on market shares; 

b. the shares used by the Commission are annual, when competition occurs over a matter of days; 

c. the information used by the Commission aggregates the shares of individual firms into groups; 
and 

d. there is variation in market shares, even when they are aggregated into a yearly basis for a 
group of firms. 

14 Dobson, P and Waterson , M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warvvick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008. 

15 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing , University of Warvvick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 19. 

16 Dobson , P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing , University of Warvvick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, pp 8-9, 24-25. 

17 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 112. 
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31. The Commission finds that the combined share of the major grocery retailers varies by approximately 
three to six per cent per year when specialist grocery retailers are excluded. 18 This does not lead to 
any particular conclusion about the nature of competition because: 

a. there is some variation from year to year, ie, some net switching from major grocery retailers to 
or from other grocery retailers has taken place - there is no reason to believe that this amount of 
variation indicates a problem with competition; and 

b. using annual shares is not appropriate when retailers monitor sales and the conduct of rivals on 
a weekly basis and react quickly - there is variation in market shares from week to week that is 
lost when considering annual shares . 

32. Stable market shares are equally consistent with the alternative conclusion that competition is 
effective between firms with similar cost bases. These firms would be expected to increase and 
decrease their prices in line with their underlying cost base, which is similar. 

33. Alternatively, stable market shares can indicate that there is a lack of competition if they are caused by 
collusion, or there is only a small proportion of customers that would consider switching between the 
firms. The available evidence does not support these reasons, so any stability in market shares is 
likely not caused by a lack of competition. 

34. We conclude that the empirical evidence relating to the stability of market shares presented by the 
Commission does not provide sufficient support for the conclusion that grocery retailers are not 
competing closely with each other. 19 

Conclusion 

35. Our detailed examination of the empirical evidence and relevant theories relied upon by the 
Commission shows that such evidence does not provide conclusive support for its preliminary finding 
that competition is less than expected in a workably competitive retail grocery sector. 

36. Much of the evidence is equally consistent with the conclusion that competition on the basis of price, 
quality, range, and service is effective between grocery retailers. 

18 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , figure 5.2, p 130. 
19 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, paras 5.91, 5.93. 
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1 . Introduction 

Introduction 

37. We have been asked to prepare this further report on both empirical evidence and relevant theories as 
to the nature and intensity of competition in the retail grocery sector by the two Foodstuffs 
cooperatives, ie, Foodstuffs North Island (FSNI) and Foodstuffs South Island (FSSI). 

38. The context for this further report is the market study into the retail grocery sector being undertaken by 
the Commerce Commission (the Commission) and the preliminary finding expressed in the 
Commission's draft report that the major grocery retailers amount to a duopoly and choose strategies 
that limit the extent to which they compete with each other.20 

39. Of particular significance for this report, in the conference proceedings following the Commission's 
draft report, Commissioner John Small commenced the fourth day with the observations that: 21 

a. the Commission's findings in its draft report that profitability in the retail grocery sector was 
abnormally high had been over-emphasised; and 

b. in its final report, the Commission would be placing relatively greater weight on other dimensions 
of its competition analysis in seeking to draw its final conclusions as to the state of competition in 
retail grocery markets. 

40. The purpose of this report is to examine in further detail various matters arising during the 
Commission 's conference with significant implications for such other, non-profitability related 
dimensions of competition. In particular, we review elements of the empirical evidence as to the nature 
and intensity of competition to assess the extent to which that evidence provides support for the 
Commission's central finding that competition is not working well for consumers. 22 

41. The empirical evidence examined in further detail in this report spans: 

a. the Frontier Economics' analysis of local market competition, and the extent to which that 
analysis allows any inferences to be drawn as to the effectiveness of competition in retail grocery 
markets; 

b. the question raised during the conference by Commissioner John Small - including by reference 
to academic literature - as to whether the national pricing strategies adopted by each of the 
major grocery retailers may facilitate coordinated pricing conduct, thereby detracting from the 
effectiveness of competition; 23 and 

c. the validity of the contention in the Commission's draft report that the stability of market shares, 
as between each of the major grocery retailers, is itself evidence that major grocery retailers are 
not competing closely with each other. 24 

42. An important backdrop to our further examination of this evidence is the widespread recognition that 
retail grocery sector competition takes place by reference to four principal dimensions, ie, price, 
quality, range, and service (PQRS). We therefore include a brief, prior discussion of the implications of 
the PQRS dimensions of competition for the interpretation of any empirical evidence as to the nature 
of competition. 

2° Commerce Commission, Market study into retail grocery sector Draft report, 29 July 2021 , p 299, paras 9.10 and 9.12. 
21 Day 4 - Transcript of grocery market study conference , 27 October 2021, pp 3-4. 
22 Commerce Commission, Market study into retail grocery sector Draft report - Executive summary, 29 July 2021, p 3. 
23 Day 1 - Transcript of grocery market study conference, 21 October 2021, p 37, lines 28-39. 
24 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 5.93. 
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43. Accordingly, the remainder of our report is structured as follows: 

Introduction 

a. in section 2, we explain that competition between grocery retailers takes place by reference to 
multiple dimensions of the retail offer and set out the implications of this widely accepted maxim 
for the analysis of competition itself; 

b. in section 3, we consider the limitations of the empirical analysis undertaken by Frontier 
Economics, as well as setting out a number of alternative conclusions that are equally consistent 
with the Commission's finding that local market concentration has little or no effect on prices; 

c. in section 4, we review the academic evidence in relation to a question raised by Commissioner 
John Small as to whether the national pricing strategies adopted by each of the major grocery 
retailers may facilitate coordinated pricing conduct; and 

d. in section 5, we review the Commission 's contention that the stability of market shares is 
evidence that competition is not working well for consumers and explain that there is insufficient 
evidence to draw such a conclusion. 

44. Finally, we note that two forms of empirical evidence discussed in our earlier report are not addressed 
in this further report, on the presumption that the Commission generally accepts our earlier, central 
conclusions, that:2s 

a. competition for grocery retailing is not limited to or even focused on consumers' regular, full 
shopping mission, but rather is strongly influenced by the nine out of ten shopping missions that 
are driven by consumer need for a particular category of groceries - such as the cooking from 
scratch mission (ie, dinner), beer and wine mission, on the go mission, homecare and pet 
mission, personal care and wellbeing mission, etc; 26 and 

b. the Commission's analysis of the extent to which changes to the cost of goods sold is passed 
through in the form of changed retail prices does not allow any conclusions to be drawn as to the 
intensity or otherwise of competition in the retail grocery sector. 

25 HoustonKemp Economists, Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , 9 September 2021 , paras 46, 54-55, 148-150. 
26 Day 1 - Transcript of grocery market study conference , 21 October 2021, p 14, lines 18-37. 
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2. Dimensions of competition 

Dimensions of competition 

45. In this section, we explain the basis for the widely accepted maxim that retail grocery sector 
competition takes place by reference to multiple dimensions of the consumer grocery shopping 
experience. We summarise the evidence on the multi-dimensional nature of competition brought 
before the Commission, its consistency with conclusions drawn in light of similar retail grocery market 
studies undertaken in other countries, and its implications for the analysis of competition itself. 

46. The Commission acknowledges that competition takes place on the basis of more than prices alone, 
referring to the additional competition dimensions of quality, range, and service throughout its draft 
report. 27 The evidence before the Commission includes numerous examples of intense non-price 
competition. 28 

47. The results of the consumer survey presented by the Commission also confirm that customers value 
the differentiated aspects of the retail offer, 29 implying that competition on such aspects should be 
considered in any empirical analysis. 

48. These same considerations are reflected internationally, where regulators recognise the importance of 
competition on all aspects of PQRS between major grocery retailers. Regulators in Australia and the 
United Kingdom have emphasised the role of non-price competition in past studies into grocery 
markets in their respective countries. 

49. Intense competition on those elements of PQRS that are valued by consumers is pro-competitive and 
welfare enhancing. It results in the provision of a wide range of products and service levels, 
encourages innovation, and improves the retail offering overall. 

50. Despite acknowledging its role in the sector, the Commission appears to have under-recognised the 
multi-dimensional nature of competition in its empirical assessment of grocery sector competition. The 
empirical evidence assessed by the Commission is limited in scope for two reasons: 

a. first, the Commission has not assessed the extent of competition between retailers on all PQRS 
aspects of the retail offer in a meaningful way; and 

b. second, the effect of QRS elements on price has not been adequately controlled for when 
assessing the relationship between price and concentration. 

51. By these omissions, the Commission's analysis of the intensity of grocery sector competition is 
incomplete. 

2.1 Evidence before the Commission on multi-dimensional competition 

52. It is broadly acknowledged that grocery retailers offer strongly differentiated products and levels of 
service to customers. Retailers compete on a range of non-price factors, offering points of 
differentiation for each element of the PQRS dimensions. 

27 See, for example: Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.48 
28 See, for example: FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, section 'QRS 

competition'. 
29 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, figure F20, p 467. 
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53. The Commission refers to the importance of the multi-dimensional nature of competition between 
grocery retailers throughout its draft report, 30 and states: 31 

Grocery retailers generally provide an array of complementary services such as carparking, 
product range and product quality to consumers in addition to their core function of selling 
groceries. In order to compete for consumers located within close proximity to the store, grocery 
retailers differentiate their offering by combining the set of products and services offered in different 
ways to attract different types of consumers and shopping missions ... . 

We understand that the major grocery retailers tend to compete across the full price, quality, range 
and service (PQRS) spectrum in an effort to make their retail grocery offer attractive to consumers 
on many different types of shopping missions . 

54. The Commission's findings on the multi-dimensional nature of competition are reflected in the 
submissions made by both the Foodstuffs ' entities and Woolworths. 

55. FSNI provides examples of such non-price competition between itself and local rivals, including:32 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. ~t of the Fresh Collective Brand to compete with 
-on dimensions such as convenience and store size; 

e. the development of meal kits as a new product offering to compete on product range with meal 
kit providers; 

f. the development of a number of product categories to compete with other local retailers on 
range, such as health and wellbeing products, ethnic products, personal care products, gourmet 
products, and ready meals; 

g. the introduction of a range of 'recipe builder options' to compete with meal kit providers and other 
retailers on service, including 'Recipe of the week' at New World, 'Love Food Hate Waste' weekly 
meal planners, and shoppable recipes; and 

h. the introduction of a grocery delivery service through UberEats to compete with other 
convenience stores on service. 

56. Similarly, in its public submission, Woolworths provides evidence that it has recently upgraded its 
Richmond Rd Countdown in Grey Lynn to compete with a Farro Fresh store on the basis of quality, 
range, and service. 33 Woolworths also states that it competes on a range of dimensions:34 

Our view is that the extent to which grocery retailers in New Zealand seek to differentiate their 
product and service offering through competing on aspects such as innovation, shopping 

30 See, for example: Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , paras 4.23-4.56 and 
5.49-5.59. 

31 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , paras 4.47-4.48 . . 
32 See, for example: FSNI , Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, section 'QRS 

competition '. 
33 Woolworths New Zealand, Woolworths New Zealand Limited's submission on the New Zealand Commerce Commission 's draff report 

regarding the market study into the retail grocery sector, 10 September 2021, para 29.3.1.4. 
34 Woolworths New Zealand, Woolworths New Zealand Limited's submission on the New Zealand Commerce Commission 's draft report 

regarding the market study into the retail grocery sector, 10 September 2021 , para 29.3.2.2. 
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experience, product range and service levels is evidence of the intensely competitive nature of the 
sector in New Zealand . 

57. These examples illustrate the nature and responsiveness of non-price competition initiatives between 
the major retailers and other retailers in the grocery sector. 

58. The results of the consumer survey conducted by the Commission also reflect the wide range of 
preferences held by consumers, encompassing an array of PQRS factors. 35 

59. The survey results illustrate that many non-price elements of the retail offering are highly valued by 
consumers. 36 Only 30 per cent of consumers consider 'low prices overall' as one of the reasons for 
shopping at their main store, with just 15 per cent considering 'low prices overall' as the single most 
important reason for their decision. 37 These results show that the large majority of grocery customers 
value other aspects of the retail offering over price. 

60. For example, QRS elements that were valued by a larger proportion of respondents than those who 
cited the importance of price include: 38 

a. 'convenience/easy to get to', which is valued by around 48 per cent of respondents, with over 20 
per cent considering it as the single most important reason for shopping at their main store; 

b. 'wide choice of products', which is valued by around 33 per cent of respondents; and 

c. 'easy parking', which is valued by 45 per cent of respondents. 

61. In our opinion, these results suggest that all aspects of PQRS are valued by consumers and so 
require careful consideration when assessing the intensity of competition in the grocery retail sector. 

2.2 Overseas regulators examine competition across many dimensions 

62. Internationally, competition regulators and industry participants recognise the important role of non
price competition in grocery retail markets . 

63. The ACCC conducted an inquiry into the grocery sector in 2008. 39 It undertook a consumer survey and 
reported that consumers often value non-price elements greater than or equal to price.40 The ACCC 
concluded that non-price elements of the retail offer play an important role in competition in the 
sector:41 

Overall , the ACCC consumer survey indicated that, with some variations according to the types of 
shoppers, consumers place a very high value on the wider elements of the supermarket retail 
offer. This includes non-price elements, such as parking, the standard of facilities and product 
range. The results indicate that the non-price elements of the retail offer play an important role in 
competition between supermarkets. 

64. The ACCC noted that the major supermarket chains (MSCs) compete on both price and non-price 
elements of the retail offer, but that competition is most intense on non-price elements: 42 

35 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , figure F20, p 467. 
36 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, figure F20, p 467. 
37 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para F108. 
38 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, figure F20, p 467. 
39 ACCC , Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008. 
40 ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 72. 
41 ACCC , Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries, July 2008, p 73. 
42 ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 103. 
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Competition between the MSCs takes many forms . Arguably, competition between the MSCs is 
the strongest on non-price elements of the retail offer, such as the freshness of produce and meat, 
and the quality and variety of products on offer (including private labels). 

65. The results of the consumer survey and the characterisation of competition between major retailers 
appears to be consistent with the circumstances found in New Zealand. However, the Commission's 
approach to assessing the effectiveness of competition appears to place less emphasis on the 
importance of non-price competition in the grocery sector than that of the ACCC. 

66. In the United Kingdom, competition regulators have assessed competition in the grocery sector on 
numerous occasions. 43 In each case, the importance of non-price competition is recognised, and 
empirical analysis is carefully conducted to control for QRS elements, as well as price. 

67. In 2000, the Competition Commission reported that supermarkets were of the view that prices could 
not be isolated from quality, range, and service:44 

Of the larger main parties, nearly all were of the view that consumers' decisions of where to shop 
for groceries were made on the basis of a range of factors, and that the role of price could not be 
isolated from that of quality, range and service. 

68. Recognising the importance of non-price competition, the Competition Commission adopted a wide 
range of measurement techniques to identify consumer preferences towards elements of the retail 
offer, and to assess performance in respect of each of these elements.45 This evidence was 
considered when assessing competition between the major retailers. 

69. The Competition Commission conducted a further investigation into the grocery sector in 2008. It 
again emphasised the importance of PQRS elements on the nature of competition between major 
retailers, and stated that all price and non-price factors must be considered in the assessment of 
corn petition :46 

Price and product range are key concerns for consumers .. .. other factors include the quality of 
products (eg freshness), store layout, store location, availability of food counters and other store 
amenities, store cleanliness, parking facilities and opening hours. In assessing the impact of 
competition on the retail offer, we need to take account of all of these variables . 

70. The Competition Commission collected evidence to assess the extent to which grocery retailers adjust 
components of their retail offer at the store-level in response to local competitive conditions.47 In 
contrast to the approach taken by the Commission, it did not attempt to measure the relationship 
between local competitive conditions and price alone. 

71. Ultimately, the Competition Commission concluded that little weight could be placed on studies 
seeking to assess the impact of local competition on the store-level retail offer by observing variations 
in its individual components. 48 This was due to the great difficulty in measuring certain aspects of the 
store-level retail offer (eg, quality of service) and capturing all the different elements in the studies.49 

43 See, for example: Competition Commission, Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK, 
October 2000; and Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation, April 2008. 

44 Competition Commission, Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK. Volume 2: Background 
chapters, October 2000, para 6.119. 

45 Competition Commission , Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK. Volume 2: Background 
chapters , October 2000, para 6.121. 

46 Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, paras 3.39, 4.16. 
47 Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, para 6.35. 
48 Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, para 6.61. 
49 Competition Commission, The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, para 6.61. 
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72. The Competition Commission instead relied on an assessment of the relationship between profit 
margins and concentration, since store-level profit margins, by capturing all the influences on a store's 
revenues and costs, more comprehensively reflect the store-level retail offer.50 

73. More recently, in 2019 the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) assessed a proposed merger 
between two major grocery retailers in the United Kingdom, ASDA and Sainsbury. 51 

7 4. When assessing the merger, the CMA assessed the potential effect on quality, range and service, as 
well as price: 52 

... we have assessed whether the Merged entity could profitably increase prices, and/or worsen 
other aspects such as the quality, the range and the service it delivers to customers relative to the 
situation that would have existed absent the Merger (collectively, we refer to these price and non
price factors as 'PQRS'). 

75. The CMA conducted a Performance Concentration Analysis (PCA) to test how stores' revenue 
responds to the entry and exit of competing stores within their local area. 53 Revenue is used as the 
dependent variable because it is more likely to capture other elements of QRS in addition to price, 
although it is also subject to estimation bias. 54 In contrast, in the analysis undertaken for the 
Commission by Frontier Economics, the effect of entry and exit is confined to prices alone, thereby 
overlooking the measurement and effect of other elements of non-price competition. 55 

76. Finally, in Europe an industry report about the state of grocery retail in 2021 highlighted results from a 
consumer survey citing the key reasons for switching to a new store or banner. 56 The top two 
responses included value and convenience .57 This finding again confirms that customers value more 
than just low prices. 

2.3 Multi-dimensional competition is good for consumers 

77. Multi-dimensional competition is beneficial for consumer welfare whenever retailers differentiate their 
offering and compete on price and non-price factors that are valued by consumers . 

78. The Commission acknowledges the benefits of non-price competition, as well as noting that the key 
drivers of store choice for consumers are based on price, convenience, location and familiarity with 
brands. 58 It states: 59 

Differentiation on the retail grocery offer may therefore offer benefits to consumers through an 
expanded set of choices and increased competition between grocery retailers .. . . 

We acknowledge that there are benefits to consumers from having more choice in local markets 
to satisfy diverse needs and preferences. 

5° Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , Apri l 2008, paras 6.61. 
51 Competition and Markets Authority, Anticipated merger between J Sainsbury PLC and Asda Group Ltd, Final report, April 2019. 
52 Competition and Markets Authority, Anticipated merger between J Sainsbury PLC and Asda Group Ltd, Final report, April 2019, para 

21. 
53 Competition and Markets Authority, Anticipated merger between J Sainsbury PLC and Asda Group Ltd, Final report: Appendix C, April 

2019, para 1. 
54 Competition and Markets Authority, Anticipated merger between J Sainsbury PLC and Asda Group Ltd, Final report: Appendix C, April 

2019, p C3. 
55 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 34. 
56 McKinsey & Company and EuroCommerce, Disruption & uncertainty - The state of grocery retail 2021 - Europe, March 2021 , pp p 12. 
57 McKinsey & Company and EuroCommerce, Disruption & uncertainty - The state of grocery retail 2021 - Europe , March 2021 , pp p 12. 
58 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 4.66. 
59 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , paras 4.23, 5.59. 
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79. The Commission's consumer survey highlights the value placed on many aspects of the retail offering 
by customers, which we describe at paragraphs 59 and 60 above. It follows that non-price competition 
is likely to enhance consumer welfare relative to a market where competition is based solely on prices. 

80 . On these considerations, differentiation by reference to PQRS between different retail banners is pro
competitive. It drives the provision of a wide range of products and services that consumers want and 
encourages constant innovation and improvement of the retail offering. The result is that consumers 
have more choice and that the choices more closely match their preferences. 

81 . In contrast to the interpretation suggested by the Commission, differentiation is not necessarily an 
indicator of a weak price competition. 60 Differentiation occurs when firms compete on non-price 
elements to provide better offers to consumers. The existence of non-price competition also does not 
imply that the intensity of price competition is relatively weak overall. 61 

2.4 Implications for the analysis of competition 

82. In our opinion , the principal importance of the multi-dimensional nature of competition in the grocery 
sector is that the intensity of competition should be assessed by reference to quality, range, and 
service, in addition to price. 

83. In contrast, the Commission relies on empirical evidence that is of inherently confined scope to draw 
its conclusions about competition, ie: 

a. first, it has not attempted to assess in a meaningful, empirical manner the extent of competition 
between rivals on the basis of quality, range or service; and 

b. second, where it has attempted to assess empirical evidence as to the extent of price 
competition, it has not adequately controlled for the effect of QRS on price. 

84. Notwithstanding its acknowledgment that local competition often takes place on the non-price 
elements of PQRS, while prices are often set centrally by the major grocery retailers , the 
Commission 's empirical analysis focuses on price competition alone, ie:62 

... most of the competition on pricing ... by the major grocery retailers takes place at a national or 
island level. However, there is some discretion at a local store level for owner-operators and store 
managers to adjust their product range and other non-price dimensions of competition such as 
opening hours in response to local competition. 

85. The focus by other grocery retailers on the non-price dimensions of competition is also emphasised by 
the Commission:63 

Other grocery retailers compete .. . by differentiating their retail grocery offer from the major 
grocery retailers on non-price dimensions of the retail grocery offer, such as product range and 
quality. 

86. This characterisation of the nature of competition - and the intuitive logic underpinning it - has 
significant implications for the analysis of the relationship between price and concentration. 

87. Where competition is multi-dimensional and takes place on a local level, it would be unsurprising to 
find a statistically significant relationship between local market structure and local variations in the 

6° Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.50. The Commission also says that 
the major grocery retailers attempt to differentiate themselves mainly with the aim of attracting a more loyal and exclusive customer 
base. Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.110. On the contrary , product 
differentiation is also consistent with firms competing on ORS terms to provide retail offers that consumers want. 

61 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.50. 
62 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.42. 
63 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.49. 
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combination of price, quality, range, and/or service offered by rivals. However, analysis of this kind -
which, by its nature, is empirically more challenging - has not been undertaken. 

88. However, an assessment of the relationship between local concentration and local prices without 
controlling for differences in ORS between stores, including stores in the same banner, is likely to 
provide inconsistent results. Nevertheless, this is the analysis that Frontier Economics have 
undertaken. 64 

89. Where prices are set nationally by the major retailers and local rivals compete on ORS aspects of the 
retail offer, as described by the Commission, 65 it would not be expected to find a significant 
relationship between local market concentration, or local entry or exit, and average local prices at the 
major retailers . 

90. Further, where other grocery retailers primarily choose to compete with the major retailers on the non
price dimensions of the retail grocery market, as described by the Commission, 66 it would not be 
expected to see a significant influence of their proximity on local prices at the major retailers. Even 
where other grocery retailers compete with the major retailers on both price and non-price dimensions 
of the retail offer, assessing the relationship between proximity and prices without controlling for 
differences in ORS between local stores is also likely to provide inconsistent results. Nevertheless, this 
is the analysis that Frontier Economics have undertaken.67 

91. The fact that the results of Frontier Economics ' empirical analysis are largely not statistically significant 
is consistent with the expectations we describe above. We provide a more detailed assessment of this 
analysis in section 3. 

92. In summary, the Commission has not attempted to undertake any empirical assessment of the extent 
of competition between rivals on the basis of quality, range or service. Further, in drawing its 
conclusions as to the effectiveness of competition, the Commission does not appear to place sufficient 
weight on these non-price dimensions of competition, even though it finds quality, range and service to 
be the basis of competition between rivals in local markets. By consequence of these shortcomings, 
the empirical analysis of the intensity of competition on which the Commission relies is incomplete. 

64 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , section 3. Frontier Economics does attempt to control for differences in ORS between banners but does not adequately control 
for QRS differences between stores within the same banner. In any case, for the reasons we describe at paragraphs 128 to 132 and 
134 to 138, the metric used by Frontier Economics to measure concentration does not fully reflect the extent of market concentration. 

65 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.42. 
66 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.49. 
67 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , see section 3. We note that Frontier Economics does not include a number of product categories that are likely to be important 
in any relationship between price and concentration between major and other retailers, the implications of which we describe in more 
detail at paragraphs 115-120. 
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3. Frontier Economics analysis 

93. Frontier Economics provided analysis to the Commission examining the extent to which the structure 
of local grocery markets affects price competition between stores. 68 Specifically, Frontier Economics 
undertook an analysis of: 

a. the levels of local market concentration in the areas surrounding 694 major grocery stores to 
assess how variations in concentration across local grocery markets are related to variations in 
prices;69 and 

b. a sample of 32 events when stores entered, exited , changed location, or rebranded to assess 
whether these events had an economically significant effect on the prices charged by competing 
stores within the same local markets. 70 

94. In our first report on grocery sector competition , we provided a response to Frontier Economics' 
analysis and results, as well as an assessment of the conclusions drawn by the Commission. 71 In this 
report, we further consider the limitations of the analysis and provide a number of alternative 
conclusions that are equally consistent with the results , demonstrating that the report does not provide 
unambiguous empirical evidence in support of the Commission 's conclusions. 

95. Importantly, the analysis does not account for the non-price elements of competition , or the possibil ity 
that prices are set on a national or regional basis, such as for the north and south islands, with some 
local variation . As such, the results of the analysis mask important aspects of competition. 

96. Further, the approach taken by Frontier Economics contains a number of limitations, making it 
challenging to interpret the results with confidence. These limitations include, but are not confined to: 

a. the assessment of competition on local prices, while overlooking the effect on national prices; 

b. the exclusion of important grocery categories, including fruit, vegetables, and meat; 

c. the potential endogeneity between variables; 

d. the incomplete measurement of market concentration; 

e. the focus on price competition , while overlooking competition on QRS elements of the retail offer; 

f. the absence of the effect of other retailers (ie, not the major banners) in many of the models; and 

g. potential omitted variable bias in some results. 

97. The Commission states that Frontier Economics' analysis suggests that local market concentration 
has a limited effect on price competition, and concludes that such a finding suggests that competition 
between major grocery retailers is less than effective, ie: 72 

Overall, the analysis by Frontier Economics suggest that local market concentration appears to 
have little or no effect on price competition between the major grocery retailers. This is consistent 

68 Commerce Commission , Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , pp 135 and 137, paras 5.118 and 5.127-
5.128. 

69 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, pp 135-136, paras 5.118-5.126. 
70 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report , July 2021 , pp 137-138, paras 5.127-5.132. 
71 HoustonKemp Economists, Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , 9 September 2021, pp 27-31 . 
72 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 136, para 5.125. 
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with our preliminary finding that price competition between the major grocery retailers is less than 
we would expect in a workably competitive market. 

98. Setting aside the limitations in the approach, the results of the analysis are mixed. Frontier Economics 
produces a number of both statistically significant and non-significant results, which is not consistent 
with the proposition that local market concentration appears to have little or no effect on price 
competition between the major grocery retailers. 73 

99. Nevertheless, the finding that local market concentration has little or no effect on local prices is equally 
consistent with a number of alternative conclusions, including that: 

a. intense price competition takes place on a national level between the major retailers ; 

b. local and national grocery markets are subject to effective competition; and 

c. intense competition between the major retailers and other retailers takes place on the basis of all 
aspects of the retail offer. 

100. We conclude that the empirical evidence presented by Frontier Economics does not provide 
unambiguous support for the Commission 's conclusion that competition is less than expected in a 
workably competitive market. 74 

3.1 Price and concentration analysis 

101. In our first report on competition in the grocery sector, we provide an outline of the analysis conducted 
by Frontier Economics. 75 The section below builds on the content in our first report. 

102. Frontier Economics was requested by the Commission to undertake an econometric analysis to test 
whether there is a relationship between concentration and price and/or margins in local grocery 
markets. 76 More specifically, its analysis examined the relationship between local market concentration 
and the variation in the average price level of all products at a local store level. 

3.1.1 Analysis undertaken by Frontier Economics 

103. Frontier Economics measures local market concentration using two methods, ie: 77 

a. the distance weighted share of supply of the major grocery retailers (Foodstuffs and Woolworths) 
to which the focal stores belonged , where: 

i. the total market is the sum of the distance weighted revenues of all Foodstuffs and 
Woolworths stores within the market, 78 which is obtained by multiplying the store's 
revenue by its normalised proximity79 to the focal supermarket, ie, the one whose 
prices are being examined; 

ii. the share is the sum of the distance weighted revenues of either Foodstuffs or 
Woolworths stores from all banners; and 

73 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 136, para 5.125. 
74 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 136, para 5.115. 
75 HoustonKemp Economists , Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , 9 September 2021 , paras 156-170. 
76 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 9. 
77 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , pp 23-24. 
78 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 23. 
79 The normalized proximity of the supermarket measures the distance from the focal store as a percentage. A store at the spatial center 

of the market will have a weighting of 100 per cent, but a store at the spatial boundary of the market will have a weighting of zero. 
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iii. the distance weighted share of supply is effectively a measure of the size of 
Woolworths (Foodstuffs) relative to Foodstuffs (Woolworths) in each market, 
weighted by distance; and 

b. the proximity or drive time as a percentage of the market drive time boundary size (ie, 5, 10, 15 
or 20 minutes) from the focal store to: 80 

i. the closest of each of the six banner stores, and: 

1. in one variation of this analysis: 

a. the closest other supermarket (not any of the banner stores); 

b. the closest international supermarket; and 

c. the closest butcher; 

2. in another variation of this analysis: 

a. the closest Warehouse retail store, Chemist Warehouse, and 
closest convenience store; and 

3. in another variation , the distance to the second closest banner store. 

104. The analysis controls for a number of other factors that are likely to affect variation in prices, 
including: 81 

a. the banner group, since the relationship between concentration and prices is measured 
separately for each of the six banners; 

b. area type, eg, urban or rural areas; 

c. demographic characteristics, including, population , median income, median age, proportion of 
the population identifying as Maori, proportion of population identifying as foreign born, and 
proportion of population reporting a highest qualification of bachelor's degree/level 7 and above; 
and 

d. store size, entered as a logarithm in the regression model. 

105. Frontier uses an instrumental variable method when regressing price on the distance weighted share 
of supply to attempt to control for the potential endogeneity between price and concentration. 82 

However, it was not able to find a good instrument for the proximity measure and uses ordinary least 
squares (OLS) to estimate those models.83 

3.1.2 Limitations of the approach 

106. There are a number of notable limitations of the analysis , which have implications for the usefulness of 
the results , including: 

a. the analysis is limited to the specific relationship between local market conditions and local 
prices, overlooking the relationship between local concentration and prices set on a regional or 
national basis; 

8° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 24. 

81 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, pp 25-26. 

82 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report fo r the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 27-28. 

83 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 28. 
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b. the exclusion of certain products in the analysis, including unpackaged and unbranded fruit, 
vegetables, and meat; 

c. the potential endogeneity between key variables; and 

d. the use of metrics that do not adequately measure market concentration. 

107. Further, the analysis considers the effect of local market concentration on local prices. The measures 
of concentration and prices do not allow for an analysis of the effects of local market concentration on 
price competition at a national level, or the elements of non-price competition, such as quality, range , 
and service. We set out these limitations below. 

Local and national prices 

108. The econometric models used by Frontier Economics to assess the relationship between 
concentration and price and/or margins do not allow for an assessment of the effect of local 
competition on prices set at a regional or national level. 

109. However, the Commission sets out examples and evidence that the major retailers often adopt 
uniform national or regional pricing in its draft report. 84 For example, it states: 85 

Woolworths NZ operates a national business model for its Countdown stores. This means that 
pricing in Countdown stores is almost entirely consistent nationwide ... 

Foodstuffs NI told us that its pricing policies at a co-operative level aim to provide more consistent 
value to consumers across core and staple items. It also noted that pricing and promotions for 
fresh products, including produce and meat, operate to a different dynamic than other product 
categories due to their seasonality, certainty of supply and short shelf life. There also appears to 
be some scope for pricing at Foodstuffs NI and Foodstuffs SI stores to vary on a store-by-store 
basis . 

. . . many of the aspects of the retail grocery offer, such as pricing, are set uniformly across the retail 
banners of the major grocery retailers at a national or regional level. 

110. This evidence suggests that one may not expect to see much variation in local prices as a result of 
variations in local concentration. For example, if PAK'nSAVE sets uniform competitive prices across all 
its stores in a region, we would not expect to see lower (higher) prices in less (more) concentrated 
local areas. 

111. The Commission quotes the UK Competition Commission in a grocery market inquiry, explaining that, 
where prices are set nationally, local market conditions can instead influence the overall level of 
national prices, as well as the non-price dimensions of competition that are set on a local basis: 86 

... the fact that many grocery retailers set a substantial proportion of their retail grocery offer 
nationally or regionally on a uniform basis across all their stores does not mean that the intensity 
of competition in local markets for grocery retailing is not important. The intensity of competition in 
local markets could influence the retail grocery offer in two main ways : 

4.56.1 through affecting those dimensions of the retail grocery offer that are adjusted locally at 
the store level ; and 

4.56.2 through affecting the overall level at which nationally uniform dimensions of the retail 
grocery offer are set. 

84 See, for example: Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, paras 4.28, 4.35-4.37, 
4.55 and 5.18. 

85 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, paras 4.35-4.36, 4.55. 
86 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 4.56; see Competition Commission, 

The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation, April 2008, para 6.33. 
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112. Consistent with these observations, FSNI considers the aggregate effects of competition in local 
markets when setting recommended prices at an island-wide level. For example, FSNI category 
managers have the ability to adjust island-wide recommended prices in response to all other retailers, 
even where they only compete in a particular catchment. 87 This effect of local competition on national 
or regional prices is not assessed by the Commission. 

113. Going to the same international comparison quoted by the Commission, when making a link between 
local concentration and national components of the retail offer (including price), the Competition 
Commission in the United Kingdom considered the degree of local competition faced by each store 
belonging to a retailer, and the proportion of a retailer's stores that face little or no competition before 
attempting to draw a conclusion about the relationship between local market concentration and 
prices.88 

114. In our opinion , the results of Frontier Economics' analysis are limited to the specific relationship 
between local market conditions and local prices. The results do not provide a sound basis for drawing 
conclusions about price competition in general. 

Choice of products 

115. Frontier Economics excludes fresh fruit, vegetables and meat that was not packaged and identified 
with a brand name to ensure they are comparing products with the same physical characteristics. 89 It 
also excludes florist/gardening products, prescription pharmaceuticals, HealthPac payments, recharge 
cards, gift cards, payphone cards, donations, and Christmas club cards. 90 It is not clear what 
proportion of goods are excluded and how important these products are to assessing competition 
between grocery retailers. 

116. In our opinion, this decision is likely to exclude many items over which price competition takes place. 
In response to the comments in our first report on competition in the grocery sector, 91 Frontier 
Economics said: 92 

We disagree that excluding unbranded and unpackaged fruit, vegetables and meat from our 
analysis limits the reliability of the results . The results apply to all grocery items not excluded from 
the analysis, and the reliability of those results is not affected by the exclusion of unbranded and 
unpackaged fruit, vegetables and meat. 

117. We agree with Frontier Economics that the reliability of the results on the other goods are not affected 
by the exclusion. However, the exclusion of these important categories of food, particularly 
unpackaged fruit, vegetables, and meat, limits the extent to which the can be relied upon to draw 
conclusions about competition across all grocery products. The analysis undertaken by Frontier 
Economics only provides information as to the prices of the goods that are included in the analysis. 

118. Where other retailers compete with the major retail banners on prices for the excluded products, this 
will not be reflected in the results of Frontier Economic's analysis. For example, it is likely that the 
major retailers compete with: 

a. local butchers on the price and non-price aspects of unpackaged and unbranded meat; 

87 FSNI , Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, sections 'Price competition'. 
88 Competition Commission , The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, para 6.68. 
89 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 10. 
9° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 11 . 
91 HoustonKemp Economists, Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , 9 September 2021 , para 159. 
92 Frontier Economics, Response to HoustonKemp report, 2021 p 1. 
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119. 

b. local fishmongers on the price and non-price aspects of unpackaged and unbranded fish; 

c. local greengrocers on the price and non-price aspects of unpackaged and unbranded fruit and 
vegetables. 

120. The exclusion of some product categories from the analysis means that the full extent of price 
competition between the major retailers, and between major retailers and other retailers has not been 
assessed. It is therefore not possible to draw a conclusion that other retailers do not have an effect on 
the prices set by the major grocery retailers. 

Endogeneity 

121. A widely acknowledged limitation of price-concentration analyses is the ability to control for the 
endogeneity between prices and concentration.95 

122. In a working paper on competition in grocery retailing in the United States, the FTC explains that the 
relationship between price and concentration is extremely difficult to estimate, stating: 96 

Empirically identifying a causal relationship between price and market concentration is extremely 
difficult because market concentration is rarely exogenously determined. Demsetz (1973) noted 
firms that attain large market shares are likely those that are most efficient, and that markets where 
scale economies are important will tend to be dominated by a small number of efficient firms. As 
a result, studies that simply estimate the price/concentration relationship without controlling for the 
endogeneity of market structure are unlikely to be successful (Evans et al. (1993)), Bresnahan 
and Reiss (1989, 1990)). 

123. Further, the economic literature sets out the econometric problems involved in empirically estimating 
the relationship between price and market structure, noting: 97 

Market structures are not randomly assigned, a necessary condition for correct inference about 
this relationship in a standard regression framework. Instead, firms base their entry decisions on 
demand and cost factors as well as the anticipated entry and pricing behavior of their 
competitors .. .. the presence of unobserved cost and demand factors that are correlated with both 
prices and market structure may prevent consistent estimation of the relationship between those 
two variables . 

The atheoretical nature of the typical price regression makes it difficult to infer the nature of the 
biases that may occur .. . If costs in some markets are high in ways that the outside observer cannot 
easily measure, then prices may be unusually high where entry is unusually low ... Conversely, 
unobserved positive demand shocks may support both higher prices and a higher number affirms. 

93 FSNI , Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021 , sections 'Price competition '. 
94 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report , December 2021, sections 'Price competition'. 
95 See, for example: Manuszak, Mand Moul , C, Prices and endogenous market structure in office supply superstores, The Journal of 

Industrial Economics, 56, 2008; and Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Do retail mergers affect competition? Evidence from grocery 
retailing , December 2012. 

96 Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Hosken, D, Olson, Land Smith, L, Do retail mergers affect competition? Evidence from grocery 
retailing, December 2012, p 1. 

97 Manuszak, Mand Moul , C, Prices and endogenous market structure in office supply superstores , The Journal of Industrial 
Economics , 56, 2008, p 96. 
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124. Frontier Economics does not control for endogeneity in its models that use proximity as a measure of 
concentration. 98 In our opinion, the reliability of those results should be interpreted with caution .99 

125. Frontier Economics has responded to this by saying that the measure of concentration may be 
endogenous, but it considers this is not likely to be an econometric issue in the analysis because: 100 

For endogeneity to be an econometric issue in our analysis, prices in the year of the analysis 
would have to have had an impact, in the same year, on the concentration measures, i.e. on entry 
or exit in that year. It seems highly unlikely to us that an entry or exit of a store in response to a 
disequilibrium in a local market occurs within a single year. Moreover, in any one year, very few 
local markets are affected by entry or exit. Hence, even if the response to a market disequilibrium 
did occur within the same year, only a very small proportion of the observations would be affected . 

126. We are not aware of the circumstances by any of the geographic locations had some entry or exit in 
the year in question, and the extent to which they have driven the results found by Frontier 
Economics. In our opinion, there remains a possibility that the results suffer from endogeneity bias and 
should be interpreted with caution. 

Distance weighted share of supply specification 

127. Frontier Economics was asked to examine whether there was a relationship between concentration 
and price or margins in local grocery markets. 101 However, this is not the analysis that Frontier 
Economics has undertaken. 

128. In the first specification of its models, Frontier uses the distance weighted share of revenue as the 
measure of concentration, which we describe at paragraph 103 above. This metric is the combined 
weighted revenue of the major grocery retailer to which the focal store belongs as a percentage of the 
combined Woolworths and Foodstuffs revenue in the local market. 

129. This metric does not provide a complete measure of concentration. Rather, it is a measure of how 
large Woolworths sales are relative to those of Foodstuffs in a particular area. 

130. Frontier Economics said that supermarket competitors may include pharmacies, pet shops, liquor 
stores, general merchandise stores, butchers, greengrocers and so on for individual product 
categories. 102 However, these are excluded from the analysis. 

131. Frontier Economics' analysis only includes sales at Woolworths and Foodstuffs, and so the shares of 
supply will not accurately measure the share of all grocery sales in the local area, ie, market 
concentration. 103 The analysis is therefore unable to provide any information on the effect of 
competition from other stores. 

132. Further, the concentration measure does not account for differences in market share between the 
banners of the major retailers. Since the banners provide differentiated products and services to 
consumers, the closeness of competition is likely to vary between each pair of rivals. As such, 

98 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 27. 

99 Using ordinary least squares regression with an endogenous variable can lead to biased and inconsistent results . See Hausman, JA 
and Taylor WE, Panel Data and Unobservable Individual Effects , Econometrica, Vol. 49 , No. 6, 1981 , pp 1,377-1 ,378. 

10° Frontier Economics, Response to HoustonKemp report, 2021 p 2. 
101 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 9. 
102 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 21. 
103 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p10. 
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differences in market shares between individual banners may be expected to affect both price and 
non-price competition . This has not been accounted for in the analysis. 

Proximity specification 

133. In the second specification of its regression model , Frontier uses the proximity to each other banner 
store within a defined isochrone, as measured by driving time, as the dependent variable of interest. 104 

134. Again , this metric does not provide a complete measure of concentration. Rather, it measures the 
distance between rival stores without considering how many rival stores are in each local market and 
the size of such stores. This means that important aspects of the structure of the local market are 
missing from the analysis. 

135. Frontier Economics tested the effect of the presence of other local retailers , such as butchers and bulk 
food stores, on prices using the proximity specification of the model. 105 The analysis considered the 
effect that the presence of those stores had on the price index of each banner store. However, the 
price index is determined using the prices of thousands of common core grocery items, many of which 
are not sold by other local retailers, such as butchers . 

136. A model specification of this form may mean it is less likely that a statistically significant result will be 
found , regardless of whether the major retailer banners compete with other local retailers . 

137. For example , assume that a convenience store located close to a supermarket constrains the prices 
that the supermarket can charge for snack products. These products are only likely to make up a small 
percentage of the prices included in the analysis undertaken by Frontier Economics. It follows that the 
analysis may not find a statistically significant effect, even though the effect does exist. 

138. Further, a number of grocery retailers were not included in the analysis since Frontier Economics did 
not have an exhaustive list. 106 

3.1.3 Results of the analysis 

Distance weighted share of supply results 

139. Frontier Economics reports that the effect of local concentration on prices is positive and statistically 
significant at the five per cent level in: 107 

a. three out of six instances when urban and rural areas are combined, ie, Four Square, New 
World, and SuperValue; 

b. two out of six instances in urban areas , ie, Four Square and New World; and 

c. three out of five instances in rural areas, ie, Countdown, FreshChoice and SuperValue. 

140. In all other cases, the results are not statistically significant at the five per cent level. This means that 
fewer than half of the results reported by Frontier are statistically significant. In other words, the results 
are mixed , and do not provide a sound basis for any conclusions. 

104 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 24. 

105 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 24. 

106 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 10. 

107 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , pp 29-30. 
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141. Frontier Economics concludes that: 108 

Frontier Economics analysis 

In models with weighted revenue share as the concentration variable, we find that increased 
concentration in local markets tends to be associated with higher prices in the cases of Four 
Square, New World and SuperValue. 

142. Similarly, the Commission states:109 

In models with weighted revenue share as the concentration variable, Frontier Economics found 
that increased concentration in local markets tends to be associated with higher prices in the cases 
of Four Square, New World and SuperValue. However, no consistent effects were found for the 
other major grocery retailer banners. 

143. In our opinion, such conclusions cannot be confidently drawn because of the limitations we describe in 
paragraphs 127 to 132 above, including that the distance weighted own-group share is not an 
appropriate measure of concentration. 

Proximity analysis results 

144. Frontier Economics tested four variations of the model specification using proximity to competitors as 
the measure of concentration, each including dummy variables for a different set of competitor 
stores. 110 Frontier Economics state that the specification that only included dummy variables for the six 
major banners 'typically provided the best fit to the data.'111 

145. Frontier Economics report that the proximity of other competitors, including other supermarkets, bulk 
food stores, butchers, and international supermarkets, did not significantly improve the model fit in 
most cases. 112 However, there were three statistically significant coefficients for proximity variables 
other than for majors, ie: 11 3 

a. proximity to butchers was statistically significant and negative in the FreshChoice regression 
using the full sample, meaning prices are lower on average when a butcher is nearby; and 

b. proximity to a bulk foods competitor was significant and positive in the Countdown regression 
using both the full and rural samples, meaning prices are higher on average when a bulk foods 
store is nearby. 

146. Frontier Economics interpret their results to conclude that: 114 

We can conclude that there is little evidence that the competitors other than those of the major 
grocery retailers have an effect on the prices set by major banners. We do however note that non
packaged produce and butchery items were excluded from the analysis 

147. In our opinion, given the limitations set out in paragraphs 133 to 138, such a conclusion cannot be 
confidently drawn from the results. 

108 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission , July 
2021 , p 33. 

109 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 30. 

11° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission , July 
2021 , p 24. 

111 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 30. 

112 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 30. 

113 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 31, footnote 36. 

114 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p31. 
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148. In relation to the proximity model specification, Frontier Economics presented a table of its preferred 
results over the full sample of data. 115 For each of the six banners , there are three rival banners, giving 
18 possible instances in which a rival banner could have a statistically significant (and negative) effect 
on prices. Overall, six of the 18 results were statistically significant and negative, ie: 116 

a. Countdown, FreshChoice and SuperValue prices are lower when New World is nearby; 

b. SuperValue prices are lower when PAK'nSAVE is nearby; and 

c. Four Square prices are lower when FreshChoice and SuperValue are nearby. 

149. The results are weaker when the sample is split by rural and urban areas. For the urban sample, there 
is only one coefficient that is statistically significant and negative from a competing banner out of a 
possible 18. 117 The situation is similar for the rural sample, with two statistically significant and 
negative coefficients out of 12 that were reported. 118 

150. Some of the results showed that prices were higher when stores from the same major retailer were 
nearby. In the full sample, four out of 15 possible instances in which an own-group banner could have 
an effect on prices had a positive and statistically significant coefficient. 119 However, one instance had 
a negative and significant coefficient, meaning the results suggest that the presence of a Countdown 
store leads to lower prices at a nearby Countdown store. 120 

151. The large number of results that are not statistically significant suggests that more evidence is 
required before a conclusion can be drawn about the relationship between local prices and proximity 
to competitor stores. It is also possible the results suffer from endogeneity bias and should therefore 
be carefully interpreted. 

152. Frontier Economics concludes that: 121 

In models with Proximity to major banners as the concentration measure, we find that Four Square 
stores tend to have lower prices when a FreshChoice or SuperValue store is nearby; and 
Countdown, FreshChoice and SuperValue stores tend to have lower prices when a New World 
store is nearby. Relationships between stores of other banners are less clear. We find that 
Proximity to stores of non-competitor banners in the same group tends to increase prices for 
certain pairs of stores but not for others. In particular, prices at Four Square stores tend to be 
higher if a PAK'nSAVE store is nearby; and prices at SuperValue stores tend to be higher when a 
Countdown or FreshChoice store is nearby. 

153. The Commission repeats these conclusions in its draft report. 122 

115 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 32 . 

116 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 32. 

117 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission , July 
2021, pp 45-51 . 

118 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , pp 52-56. 

119 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 32. 

12° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 32. 

121 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 33 . 

122 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 136, paras 5.122 - 5.123. 
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3.1 .4 Conclusions that can be drawn 

Frontier Economics analysis 

154. The Commission states that Frontier Economics' analysis suggests that local market concentration 
has a limited effect on price competition. The Commission concludes that this finding suggests that 
competition is not effective in the retail grocery market, ie: 123 

Overall, the analysis by Frontier Economics suggest that local market concentration appears to 
have little or no effect on price competition between the major grocery retailers. This is consistent 
with our preliminary finding that price competition between the major grocery retailers is less than 
we would expect in a workably competitive market. 

The finding that local market concentration appears to have little or no effect on price competition 
between grocery retailers also appears to confirm that the aggregated effect of competition by 
other grocery retailers in local markets is not sufficient to increase the intensity of competition at 
either a local, regional or national level. 

155. In our opinion, no such conclusion can be drawn from the results of Frontier Economics' analysis. 

156. First, the results of the analysis are not consistent with the conclusion that local concentration has 
'little or no effect' on prices. Frontier Economics finds evidence of statistically significant relationships 
at the five per cent level between local concentration and local prices for three out six banners in the 
distance weighted share analysis, and in six out of 18 pairs of rivals banners in the proximity 
analysis. 124 

157. Both the Commission and Frontier Economics describe these results by saying that some stores 'tend 
to have lower prices ' when a specific competitor store is nearby. 125 The subsequent conclusion that 
local concentration has little or no effect on prices appears incongruent with this summary. 

158. The absence of statistical significance in the remaining results does not, by itself, prove that there is 
no relationship between two variables. 126 Rather, all that can be said is that the data do not provide 
sufficient evidence of a relationship at the five per cent confidence level under the assumptions 
chosen. 

159. In our opinion, these results are mixed rather than a reflection that there is no relationship between 
local concentration and prices overall, as inferred by the Commission. 

160. Further, the Commission does not attempt to define the meaning, or elaborate on the implications of a 
'little' effect on prices. Given the modest profit margins in the sector, very small price changes can 
have a significant influence on profits, as recognised by Frontier Economics: 127 

Although the coefficients may seem small, a relatively small increase in prices may lead to a large 
increase in profits if margins are small. For example, if a banner has average gross margins of 5 
per cent, a one per cent increase in average prices would result in an increase of gross profits of 
around 20 per cent. 

161. As such, the finding that local concentration has a 'little' effect on prices should not be taken to be 
equivalent to 'no effect'. 

123 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 136, paras 5.125 - 5.126. 
124 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, pp 30 and 32. 
125 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 33, and Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce 
Commission, July 2021 , p 33. 

126 Wooldridge, J, Introductory econometrics - A modern approach, 7th edition, Cenage Learning, Boston, 2020, p 132. 
127 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 30. 
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162. Second, as set out above, the approach does not measure local market concentration. Rather, it 
examines the relative sizes of Woolworths and Foodstuffs in a local area, and the distance to an 
alternative major retailer banner store . Consequently, the results do not reveal the effect of 
concentration on prices. 

163. Further, the analysis does not consider: 

a. non-price competition between the two major retailers, and the major and other retailers; 

b. prices of unbranded and unpackaged fruit, vegetables, and meat, which is likely to have an 
important role in price and non-price competition between retailers; 

c. competitive constraints from outside small locally defined markets; and 

d. price competition taking place on a national or regional basis under uniform pricing, which means 
local concentration may not be correlated with local prices but may be correlated with national or 
regional prices. 

164. The models used by Frontier Economics do not effectively measure the competitive constraint from 
retailers other than the major grocery retailers. It is therefore not possible to draw conclusions about 
the effect of competition by other grocery retailers on local , regional , or national markets using these 
results . 

165. More generally, an analysis of the grocery market at the regional or national level has not been 
considered . As such , no inference can be drawn about regional or national competition from the 
results presented. 

166. International examples of similar analyses by competition regulators are consistent with our view. For 
example, the ACCC conducted a similar assessment to that undertaken by Frontier Economics on the 
relationship between local prices and proximity to a rival store .128 It emphasised that the effects of 
national price competition would not be captured in the study: 129 

It is important to note that the statistical analysis undertaken by the ACCC is only designed to 
estimate the effects of price competition measured in terms of differences in prices across stores. 
Price discounting by Coles could, for example, produce a pricing response from Woolworths 
across all its stores or all Woolworths stores in a state or territory. Such effects would not be 
captured by this analysis. 

Alternative conclusions 

167. Setting aside the limitations we describe above, the finding that local market concentration appears to 
have little or no effect on price competition is equally consistent with a number of conclusions in 
addition to those drawn by the Commission, including: 

a. intense price competition taking place on a national level between the major retailers; 

b. local and national grocery markets being subject to effective competition; and 

c. intense competition between the major retailers and other retailers taking place on the basis of all 
aspects of the retail offer. 

168. The measurement of prices by Frontier Economics does not account for variation in prices on a 
banner-wide level in response to an aggregation of local market conditions. It is therefore not able to 

128 ACCC , Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 96. 
129 ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 96. 
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estimate the effect of competition on regional or national prices, and we do not see these effects in the 
results. 

169. As such, the results are consistent with price competition on a national level between the major 
retailers. 

170. Where competition between retailers is effective on a national or local basis, and firms are operating 
efficiently and earning normal profits, we would not expect to see strong and consistent evidence of a 
positive relationship between local concentration, including as measured by Frontier Economics, and 
local prices. This is because firms subject to effective competition will set efficient regional or local 
prices irrespective of variations in local market structure. 

171. This demonstrates that the results are consistent with the conclusion that local and national grocery 
markets are subject to effective competition. 

172. Further, where the major retailers in a local market compete on non-price elements of the retail offer, 
while prices are largely set on a national basis, one would not expect to see widespread evidence of a 
relationship between local concentration and local prices. However, it does not necessarily follow that 
the major grocery retailers are not competing with other retailers at the local level. The effect of 
competition may be on quality, range and service. 

173. Consequently, the results are consistent with the conclusion that intense competition between the 
major retailers and other retailers takes place on the basis of all aspects of the retail offer, which is 
beneficial for consumers. 

3.2 Entry and exit analysis 

174. Frontier Economics was asked by the Commission to analyse the effect of new and rebranded entry 
and exit by Foodstuffs and Woolworths supermarkets in local grocery markets across New Zealand on 
prices and margins. 130 

175. The Commissions states that it expects grocery prices to increase in response to an exit event and 
decrease in response to an entry event: 131 

In general, we would expect grocery prices to increase in a local market if a retailer that was 
previously a strong competitor exits that market (an exit event) and for grocery prices to fall if a 
retailer that is expected to be a strong competitor enters a local market (an entry event). The 
expected impact of a rebranding of an existing store is less clear and might depend on the specific 
brand change that occurred . 

176. Frontier Economics concludes that there is no systematic relationship between entry or exit and local 
prices. 132 The Commission concludes therefore that local market concentration has little or no effect 
on competition. 133 

177. In our opinion, setting aside the limitations in the methodology, the results are equally consistent with 
a number of other conclusions, including effective competition and national pricing. 

3.2.1 Analysis undertaken by Frontier Economics 

178. Frontier Economics uses a sample of 32 events between April 2016 and March 2019 to evaluate the 
effect on local market prices when grocery stores entered or exited the local market, changed location, 

13° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 34. 

131 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report , July 2021, para 5.127. 
132 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 7. 
133 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report , July 2021, pp 137-138, paras 5.131 . 
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or rebranded .134 Frontier Economics compared weekly prices at the closest competitor stores as 
between: 

a. the 12 months prior to the event; and 

b. the 12 months following the event. 135 

179. The study assessed events involving New World and Pak'nSave (Foodstuffs), and Countdown 
(Woolworths NZ) stores, as well as the entry of two other retailers operating under the Farro Fresh 
banner.136 

180. The analysis of the effect of each event on prices was confined to the closest competitor store from 
each banner within 10 kilometres. Frontier Economics analysed 46 effects between pairs of stores in 
total. 137 

181. For each competitor store, Frontier Economics estimated a fixed effects regression model with log 
price as the dependent variable. The estimation dataset consisted of the log prices of each product 
and for each week of the analysis period, for the competitor store and up to four control stores. 138 The 
dataset also included appropriate indicator variables. 139 

182. The dependent variable of interest is a dummy variable labelled 'Post', which is equal to 1 if the store 
is the competitor store and the week is in the 52 weeks after the event. 140 The coefficient on Post is 
the average percentage difference in prices at the competitor store in the 52 weeks after the event 
compared to prices in the 52 weeks before the event.141 

3.2.2 Limitations of the approach 

183. There are a number of notable limitations of the analysis, which call into question the usefulness of the 
results, including: 

a. the analysis measures the relationship between local entry, exit or rebranding and local prices, 
overlooking the evidence that many prices are set nationally and so this relationship may be 
weak; 

b. the exclusion of small but statistically significant results, which are not deemed to be 
economically significant, when drawing conclusions; 

c. the assessment being confined to the effect of an event on prices, while overlooking ORS 
elements of the retail offer; 

134 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , pp 34-35. 

135 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 35. 

136 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 34. 

137 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , pp 59-60. 

138 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 35. 

139 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 36. 

14° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 37. 

141 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 37. 
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d. the possibility of omitted variable bias; 

e. the exclusion of certain products and retailers in the analysis; 

f. the potential bias when assessing exit events; 

Frontier Economics analysis 

g. the competitive responses from rivals that take place prior to the event occurring not being 
measured; and 

h. the use of a small sample size and overlooking QRS elements in the case of entry by Farro 
Fresh. 

National prices and economic significance 

184. Frontier Economics measures the relationship between entry, exit and rebranding events on prices at 
local competitor stores. However, Foodstuffs sets recommended prices at the island-wide level , taking 
account of a range of retailers ' prices at the regional and local level , whilst Foodstuffs members can 
and do respond to price competition at the local level.142 

185. This means that the entry or exit of one rival banner store may only have a small net effect on regional 
prices over 12 months after being considered alongside many other competitive constraints. Where 
local Foodstuffs members make price changes to a select number of key products in response to local 
competition, this may also have a very small effect on the average price measured over thousands of 
products across a store. 

186. In such circumstances, it is expected that the net effect of local entry or exit on local prices, as 
measured by Frontier Economics, is likely to be small. 

187. Frontier Economics sets a threshold of 0.5 per cent when classifying results as 'economically 
significant', which appears to be arbitrary. 143 In our opinion, this is a limitation of the approach because 
a number of relevant results are excluded when drawing conclusions about the relationship between 
entry or exit and prices overall. 

Multi-dimensional nature of competition overlooked 

188. The analysis of Frontier Economics is limited to considering the effect of local events on local prices. It 
does not consider the importance of QRS elements of the retail offer when assessing competition , or 
control for the effect of changes to QRS elements on prices. 

189. For example, a store may respond to entry by a high quality, gourmet food retailer, such as Farro 
Fresh, 144 by improving the level of service it offers customers . Such an improvement in service is not 
controlled for in the model. The results of the analysis undertaken by Frontier Economics would 
indicate that entry did not affect prices, without accounting for the improvement in service that 
increased the value of the retail offer. 

190. Analysis by competition regulators in the UK revealed that grocery sector rivals often react to local 
entry by competing on non-price factors, such as with store refurbishments, food counter initiatives, 
and improved staffing. 145 Important responses such as these have not been assessed in this analysis. 

142 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report , December 2021 , sections 'Price competition ' and 
'Competition with VWVNZ'. 

143 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 37. 

144 We set out evidence for this assumption at paragraph 204 below. See: Farro Fresh, www.farro.co.nz/corporate/about-us, accessed 
26 November 2021. 

145 Competition Commission, The supply of groceries in the UK market investigation , April 2008, paras 6.39-6.43. 
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Influences on price are not held constant 

Frontier Economics analysis 

191. Frontier Economics attempts to control for influences on price, such as inflation and cost pressures, by 
including up to four stores as controls in the model. While this is useful, it does not control for other 
influences on price that are specific to an individual store or banner without affecting the control stores 
over the 12 months before or after an event. 

192. Where there are influences on price that are independent of (ie, are not caused by) the entry or exit 
event, but occur in the same time period (ie, are correlated with the timing of the event), and these are 
not controlled for in the model , the effect of the entry or exit event on prices will be over or 
underestimated. 

193. For example, if a store refurbishment occurred at a similar time to an entry event, and led to higher 
prices after the refurbishment, but was not implemented as a competitive response to the entry event, 
then the model would overestimate the effect of entry on prices. 

194. Without holding all the influences on price in the period constant, the results may be subject to bias. 

Other general limitations 

195. As in the price concentration assessment, the analysis excludes some important product categories, 
such as fresh fruit and vegetables, which may be an important source of price-competition in the case 
of entry and exit. 

196. The analysis is restricted to events involving large stores under the Pak'nSave, New World and 
Countdown banners. As a result, conclusions cannot be drawn about the effect of entry and exit 
relating to smaller retailers, or in the market as a whole. 

197. Estimating the effect of an exit event presents challenges and may not provide a good indication of the 
level of competitive constraint imposed more generally by a retailer. A store that is exiting a market 
presumably has not been successful in that market. As such, we may not see a large effect on the 
prices of its remaining rivals. 

198. The model measures the average percentage difference in prices in the 12 months directly before and 
after an event occurs. However, a reaction by a rival retailer may commence before a store opens. For 
example, a store may start discounting prices in the months ahead of the opening. The analysis does 
not take this into account and, as such, the model estimates may not reflect the full price response of 
competitors. 

199. In four cases of the 46 pairs of stores assessed, Frontier Economics measured and reported the effect 
of entry, exit, or rebrand by a New World store on prices at a nearby New World store. 146 These 
results are not relevant to the analysis of competition between retailers. 

200. Further, in seven cases of the 46 pairs assessed, Frontier Economics measured and reported the 
effect of entry, exit, or rebrand by New World on prices at PAK'nSAVE or vice versa. Since New World 
and Pak'nSAVE are both Foodstuffs banners, these results are less relevant to the analysis of 
competition between the major retailers. 

201. Frontier Economics reports these results alongside the remaining, more relevant results without 
acknowledging the difference in interpretation. It is unclear whether the results are discounted when 

146 The cases relate to the effect of the opening of NW Island Bay on NW Newtown, the opening of NW Ferry Road on NW St Martins, 
the opening of NW Prestons on NW Northwood, and the opening of NW Constellation and NW Albany. See: Frontier Economics, 
Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 2021 , pp 59-60. 
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Frontier Economics concludes that there is 'no systematic relationship' between entry or exit and 
price. 147 

Farro fresh assessment has significant limitations 

202. The Commission asked Frontier Economics to include the two cases of entry by Farro Fresh stores in 
the study. 148 This is despite only three banners being assessed in the remainder of the study and no 
focus on any other competitors. 

203. Using two examples is a highly limited sample from which to draw conclusions about the effect of other 
retailers on the prices set by major retailers. 

204. Farro Fresh appears to have positioned itself as a high quality, gourmet retailer. The Farro Fresh 
website provides an indication of some of the PQRS elements of its retail offering: 149 

At Farro, we like to make your grocery shopping an experience, not a chore and aim to provide 
our customers with a retail experience that ignites the senses. Our team takes the job of selection 
for our shelves very seriously and work to provide food that also reflects our own desires - free 
from artificial ingredients, high quality, provides value and of course, are delicious. 

The entire team at Farro love to cook and are constantly being inspired by new ingredients, new 
ideas and exciting recipes. We commit to sharing that inspiration with our shoppers . We provide 
seasonal recipes, across the store, that tie in with our monthly themes and through Feast - our in
house-designed magazine, which is a showcase of everything great for the month ahead at Farro. 

205. This suggests that Farro Fresh attracts customers through a retail offer that emphasises ORS over P, 
centred around high quality service and a gourmet, high quality product range. As such, we may not 
expect rival retailers to respond to entry by lowering prices. Instead, rivals may respond competitively 
by means of adjustments to quality, range, and service. 

206. The event study has significant limitations because it does not measure the effect of Farro Fresh's 
entry on competition between retailers on all PQRS aspects of the retail offer. 

3.2.3 Results of the analysis 

207. Frontier Economics focuses its assessment on price changes that are 'economically significant', which 
it defines as those of at least 0.5 per cent up or down. 150 On this basis, Frontier Economics concludes 
that most events had no economically significant effect on price levels, ie, price levels do not change 
by more than 0.5 per cent.151 

208. Frontier Economics conclude that nine events have a statistically and economically significant effect 
on prices. 152 Two events led to an increase in prices, while seven led to a decrease. 153 However, 

147 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 7. 

148 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , p 34. 

149 Farro Fresh, www.farro.co.nz/corporate/about-us, accessed 26 November 2021. 
15° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 37. 
151 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 38. 
152 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 37. 
153 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 37. 
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209. 

Frontier Economics does not explicitly set out whether these results relate to entry, exit or rebranding 
events when drawing conclusions about the results. 154 

210. The full results of the study show that of the 46 competitor 

211. Of the 29 relevant, statistically significant results: 159 

212. 

a. -re exit events - with -f these leading to price increases as expected by the 
Commission; 

b. ~ rebranding, replacement or consolidation events - with.eading to price increases 
and .eading to price decreases; and 

c. llare entry events - with .f these leading to price decreases as expected by the 
Commission . 

Frontier Economics says that the results do not reveal a systematic relationship and draws attention to 
several specific examples from the results, including some that are counter-intuitive. 16° For example: 161 

a. ~eduction of 
-and 

b ... rice reductio 
both 

allowing the closure of a -

re following the replacement of a in 

213. In our opinion, these results demonstrate the limitations of the approach, which we describe at 
paragraphs 188 to 194 above, and suggest that the model may be misspecified and subject to omitted 
variable bias. The model does not control for a range of store-specific influences on price, or the effect 
of changes in ORS. 

154 By this we mean Frontier Economics present the individual results in an appendix, but do not elaborate on the event types in the 
body of the report. 

155 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 38. 

156 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 62. 

157 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021 , pp 59-60. We report on the 'post' results here and have not included a discussion of the 'during' results. 

158 Four results relate to New World and New World stores, and five results relate to PAKn'SAVE and New World stores or vice versa. 
159 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, pp 59-60 - table 34. 
16° Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021, p 7. 
161 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 38. 
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214. For example, Frontier Economics notes that its results may be affected by other events that have not 
been controlled for in the model: 162 

The impact of the 
is positive and economically si 
expansion/renovation that occurred at 
the impact of the event. 

owever, this may reflect the 
at about the same time, rather than 

215. In our opinion, meaningful conclusions cannot be drawn from the results of the entry and exit study 
owing to the significant limitations in the approach. 

216. 

Entry by Farro Fresh 

217. The Commission asked Frontier Economics to examine the effect of two instances of entry by Farro 
Fresh stores on the prices of their local rivals. 165 

218. 

219. The entry of Farro Fresh Mt Eden led to 
Mt Eden Countdown and a simultaneous 

220. Frontier Economics states that this evidence makes it challenging to conclude that entry by a small 
store constrains pricing of a much larger store. 166 However, Frontier Economics does not consider 
entry by any other small stores, choosing specifically to focus on large stores, and it is possible the 
results are biased for the reasons we describe in section 3.2.2 above. 

221 . The model does not control for changes in QRS, and this is likely to be particularly challenging in the 
context of Farro Fresh, which positions itself as a high quality, gourmet food retailer. 167 In response to 
such a competitor, rival stores may adjust their retail offering on the basis of more than just price. A 
competitive response based on a combination of PQRS elements by different competitors is 
consistent with the results from Frontier Economics' analysis. 

162 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, p 37. 

163 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 
2021, pp 59-60. We have removed the four instances measuring the effect of New World entry on nearby New World stores. 

164 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 5.131 . 
165 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 34. 
166 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , p 37. 
167 We set out evidence for this assumption at paragraph 204. See: Farro Fresh, www.farro.co.nz/corporate/about-us, accessed 26 

November 2021 . 
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3.2.4 Conclusions that can be drawn 

222. In relation to Frontier Economics' entry and exit analysis, the Commission concludes that the entry or 
exit of a major grocery retailer has a limited effect on the prices charged by close competitor stores, 
ie:16a 

Frontier Economics found that there was no systematic relationship between the entry, exit or 
rebranding of a store and the prices charged by close competitor store in the 12 months after the 
event. This is consistent with their finding that local market concentration levels appear to have 
little or no effect on price competition between most of the major grocery retailer banners. 

The lack of evidence that entry by two new Farro Fresh stores in Auckland constrained the pricing 
of the major grocery retailers in close proximity to these new openings seems to support the view 
that that there is little evidence that other grocery retailers have an effect on the prices set by the 
major grocery retailers. 

223. In our opinion, there is insufficient evidence to draw a confident conclusion on the basis of the entry 
and exit study. The results are likely to appear unsystematic because of the limitations in the approach 
used by Frontier Economics, rather than necessarily because entry or exit does not have an effect on 
competition in local markets. 

224. Further, holding aside any limitations in the approach, the results of the entry and exit study should not 
be as easil dismissed as the are b Frontier Economics and the Commission. 

225. The evidence of price competition in response to entry by Farro Fresh in local markets is not 
comprehensive or robust enough to draw broad conclusions about the effect that other 

226. 

Alternative conclusions 

227. Setting aside the limitations outlined above, a finding that local market concentration appears to have 
little or no effect on price competition is consistent with a number of conclusions under which markets 
are effective and providing benefits for consumers, including: 

a. local competition taking place on the basis of all PQRS aspects of the retail offering, enhancing 
consumer welfare; 

b. intense price competition taking place on a national level between the major retailers; and 

c. local and national grocery markets being subject to effective competition. 

228. First, the absence of a systematic relationship between price and local concentration, including when 
measured by entry or exit, is consistent with local rivals competing on both price and non-price 

168 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, pp 137-138, paras 5.131-5.132. 
169 Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, July 

2021 , pp 59-60. 
17° Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , pp 137-138, paras 5.131 . 
171 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , pp 137-138, para 5.132. 
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aspects of the retail offer. Intense competition on QRS aspects may provide consumers with goods 
and services that they value more highly than low prices, leading to greater choice and improved 
consumer welfare. 

229. Second, the finding that there is no relationship between prices and entry or exit events is consistent 
with local markets that are effectively competitive. Where markets are effectively competitive prior to 
the entry of a new competitor, we may not see any response in prices because firms are already 
operating at an efficient level and offering cost-reflective, competitive prices. 

230. Finally, the finding is consistent with price competition taking place on a regional or national level. 
Where uniform prices are set on a regional or national basis, retailers may be unlikely to adjust prices 
across a large geographical region in response to entry in one local area. 

231. For example, if Pak'nSAVE charges uniform prices across the North Island, and prices are determined 
on the basis of competition from rival retailers across the whole of that region, we would not expect to 
see a significant response in prices at one Pak'nSAVE store on the basis of new entry by Countdown 
in a local area. More generally, we would not expect to see a relationship between prices at 
Pak'nSAVE and local concentration. 

232. In summary, there are a number of conclusions that are equally consistent with the Commission's 
finding that local market concentration has little or no effect on prices. These conclusions do not reflect 
weak competition and worse outcomes for consumers, rather they reflect effective competition and 
well-functioning markets. 
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4. Uniform pricing as a coordination mechanism 

233. In this section, we review the academic evidence in relation to a question raised during the conference 
by Commissioner John Small as to whether the national pricing strategies adopted by each of the 
major grocery retailers may facilitate coordinated pricing conduct, thereby detracting from the 
effectiveness of competition. 

234. The literature referred to by Commissioner Small assesses the profit maximising incentives for chain
store retailers of adopting national pricing, both unilaterally or jointly by coordinating with rivals. 172 

Using a highly simplified, parameterised example, the paper finds that there is some scope for the joint 
profits of rival retailers in a duopoly to be higher when both commit to uniform pricing and can agree to 
coordinate their prices.173 

235. However, the scope for such circumstances to arise depends on the key parameters of the model , and 
there are limitations in drawing comparisons to the grocery sector in New Zealand owing to the 
complexities and uncertainties of 'real life'. 

236. Further, it is widely acknowledged that chain-store retailers adopt uniform pricing for a variety of 
reasons other than to engage in coordination or facilitation, including to minimise costs, increase 
customer satisfaction, and due to the difficulties in measuring local demand. 174 

237. The parameterised example in the literature referred to by Commissioner Small assumes chain-store 
rivals will be able to coordinate their pricing strategies, without consideration of the factors that may or 
may not facilitate such coordination. 

238. In our opinion, the prospect of coordination in the retail grocery sector appears highly unlikely. This is 
because it is likely to be very difficult to reach and sustain an agreement to weaken competition. This 
is consistent with the Commission's finding that its study did not disclose evidence of the major 
grocery retailers accommodating each other's strategies. 175 

4.1 Review of the literature presented by Commissioner Small 

239. The Commission acknowledges throughout its draft report that the major retailers often adopt uniform 
pricing on a regional or national basis. 176 For example, the Commission states: 177 

Woolworths NZ operates a national business model for its Countdown stores. This means that 
pricing in Countdown stores is almost entirely consistent nationwide ... 

Foodstuffs NI told us that its pricing policies at a co-operative level aim to provide more consistent 
value to consumers across core and staple items. It also noted that pricing and promotions for 
fresh products, including produce and meat, operate to a different dynamic than other product 
categories due to their seasonality, certainty of supply and short shelf life. There also appears to 
be some scope for pricing at Foodstuffs NI and Foodstuffs SI stores to vary on a store-by-store 
basis. 

172 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008. 

173 Dobson , P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 19. 

174 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, pp 8-9, 24-25. 

175 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report , July 2021 , p 112. 
176 See, for example: Commerce Commission , Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , paras 4.28, 4.35-4.37, 

4.55 and 5.18. 
177 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, paras 4.35-4.36, 4.55. 
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... many of the aspects of the retail grocery offer, such as pricing, are set uniformly across the retail 
banners of the major grocery retailers at a national or regional level. 

240. On the first day of the conference, Commissioner Small referred to literature assessing the use of 
uniform pricing by chain-store retailers. Commissioner Small said: 178 

There is some economic literature that suggests that national pricing can accommodate facilitating 
behaviour, for example, through increased price transparency, so you can really see what your 
rival is doing ... 

241. Commissioner Small was referring to a paper by Dobson and Waterson that sets out a parameterised 
example exploring strategic pricing decisions in concentrated markets to assess the circumstances 
under which uniform pricing may be profit maximising relative to local price discrimination. 179 

242. In this model, uniform national pricing is the commitment mechanism required for a weakening of 
competition to occur. 180 The model relies on an assumption that retailers are strongly committed to 
comprehensive uniform pricing across the markets in which they operate. 181 The paper notes: 182 

If national pricing is to have any possible strategic role in influencing the pricing decisions of rival 
retailers (i.e. be seen as beyond mere "cheap talk") , then the chain-store retailer would need visibly 
to pre-commit to uniform pricing in such a fashion that the other retailers could be certain that the 
chainstore's hands are tied when it comes to actual determination of prices. 

243. However, uniform pricing is not sufficient to predict that facilitating behaviour, or coordination, is 
likely. 183 

244. The results show that the scope for uniform pricing to offer strictly higher profits than under local price 
discrimination, by weakening price competition in some contested markets, is highly limited when 
retailers act unilaterally. 184 This means that, in the absence of coordination, firms are unlikely to 
implement uniform pricing as a means of deliberately weakening price competition and therefore 
raising profits. 185 

245. Dobson and Waterson extend their parameterised example to consider the conditions under which it 
may be jointly profit maximising, due to a weakening of competition, for two rival chain-store retailers, 
acting collusively, to adopt uniform pricing. 186 Importantly, the model hinges on the assumption that the 
two chain-store retails can coordinate their pricing policy choices. 187 The authors note that this could 
amount to tacit collusion and be deemed illegal. 188 

178 Day 1 - Transcript of grocery market study conference, 21 October 2021 , p 37, lines 28-33. 
179 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008. 
180 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 3. 
181 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 3. 
182 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 7. 
183 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers , No 840, 2008, p 17. 
184 Dobson , P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 19. 
185 Noting that this result is subject to the assumptions of the model. 
186 Dobson, P and Waterson , M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers , No 840, 2008, p 19. 
187 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing , University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 19. 
188 Dobson , P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers , No 840, 2008, p 25. 
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246. The results show that if firms can agree to coordinate pricing strategies there is some scope for the 
joint profits of the rivals to be higher when both commit to uniform pricing. 189 In these circumstances, 
the rival firms have a joint incentive but not an individual incentive to adopt uniform pricing for the 
purpose of weakening competition and thus increasing profits.190 

247. However, the scope for such circumstances to arise is limited, ie, it will not occur in all cases, and is 
highly dependent on assumptions about the parameters of the model. In particular, key parameters 
relate to the substitutability of products sold by the rivals, the elasticity of demand in each market in 
which the rivals operate, and the density of consumers in local duopoly or monopoly markets. For 
example , where products are highly substitutable, there is very little scope for a weakening of price 
competition , ie , facilitation , as a result of uniform pricing. 191 

4.1 .1 Limitations of applying the model in context 

248. In the context of the grocery market in New Zealand, there is substantial evidence of cross shopping 
between banners by consumers 192 and while the PQRS offering of stores may be differentiated, many 
products are substitutable between retail banners. This calls into question the likelihood that the profit 
maximising collusive equilibria presented in Dobson and Waterson 's example could be achieved in the 
market in New Zealand at all. This is because when products are easily substitutable, the model 
reduces to a Bertrand duopoly with competitive prices as the only stable equilibrium.193 

249. Further, we show in paragraph 242 that the collusive equilibria require rivals to have a strong pre
commitment to uniform national pricing .194 In contrast, while Foodstuffs sets recommended prices at 
the island-wide level, local members can reduce prices in local stores. 195 As such, it does not have a 
strong commitment to uniform pricing , which is required to facilitate any possibility of collusion in this 
model. 

250. It is also important to recognise the limitations of extending the outcomes of a highly simplified model 
to 'real life'. For example, the parameterised example is based on two rival firms operating in three 
markets (two monopoly markets and one contested duopoly market), making pricing and best 
response decisions in relation to four products in total (two each). The example assumes the firms 
have identical and constant marginal costs. 196 

251. The grocery retail sector in New Zealand is much more complex than provided for by such a model. 
Rival firms compete in hundreds of local markets and make pricing decisions about thousands of 
different products, each with varying price elasticities and substitutability. There are also a number of 
alternative retailers exerting competitive forces on the major retailers, complicating the duopoly model 
presented in the research paper. 

189 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 19. 

190 Dobson , P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 2. 

191 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 18. 

192 See, for example: FSSI , Foodstuffs South Island's submission on grocery market study draft report, para 272 ; FFNI, Foodstuffs North 
Island's submission on grocery market study draft report, para 300; and Day 1 - Transcript of grocery market study conference , 21 
October 2021 , p 8, lines 25 to 30. 

193 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 13. 

194 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers, No 840, 2008, p 7. 

195 FSNI , Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, sections 'Price competition'. 
196 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 

papers, No 840, 2008, p 16. · 
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252. The introduction of real life complexity into the model is likely to have significant implications for the 
stability of the equilibrium outcomes where coordination is profit maximising. For example, the authors 
state that introducing uncertainty into the model complicates the results: 197 

Introducing uncertainty is likely to have two opposing effects on the deterministic equilibria 
modelled here ... It makes local pricing less likely because the process of determining appropriate 
prices becomes more difficult. But it also renders strategies like precommitment less plausible . 

4.1.2 Retailers adopt uniform pricing for reasons other than coordination 

253. Dobson and Waterson acknowledge that managers may choose to set uniform pricing for reasons 
other than attempting to weaken price competition. Specifically, they note:198 

One concern for managers customizing pricing at the store level might be negative consumer 
sentiment towards a retailer using discriminatory practices that would detrimentally impact on the 
chain 's image and/or have an adverse effect on overall demand. Another might be arbitrage ... 

Beyond our stripped-down model there are likely to be other factors , apart from concerns about 
retai l image and pricing costs, which may influence retail managers' choice of pricing policy. 
Demand differences between markets may be difficult to determine in practice and be shrouded 
by uncertainty, rendering the second-order profit gain involved in local pricing somewhat 
speculative. 

254. The paper also reviews the establishment of uniform pricing in supermarkets in the UK in the early 
2000s, noting that the 'big four' had all made commitments to such a pricing strategy at the time. 199 

Quotes taken from the supermarket chains highlight that the perception that uniform pricing is fair and 
preferred by customers is an important factor in the pricing decisions made by supermarkets. For 
example: 200 

a. ASDA said it would be a 'breach of its relationship of trust' and 'commercial suicide' to move 
away from uniform pricing; 

b. Morrisons said a 'policy of local prices ... would damage its brand and reputation ... and adversely 
affect customer goodwill' ; and 

c. Tesco said that it charges the same prices across the country because 'customers want low 
prices, but they also want fair prices'. 

255. These comments suggest that uniform pricing is desirable to retailers for reasons extending beyond a 
potential opportunity to weaken price competition, which may only occur under a limited range of 
uncertain circumstances. 

4.2 Coordination is highly unlikely 

256. The joint profit maximising equilibria in Dobson and Waterson 's example is only possible under the 
assumptions that two chain-store retailers can: 201 

devise a means to coordinate their pricing policy choices . 

197 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers , No 840, 2008, footnote 26. 

198 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers , No 840, 2008, pp 24-25. 

199 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers , No 840, 2008, pp 7-9. 

200 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers , No 840, 2008, pp 8-9. 

201 Dobson, P and Waterson, M, Chain-store competition: Customized vs. uniform pricing, University of Warwick economic research 
papers , No 840, 2008, p 21. 
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257. However, the paper does not provide any further detail on the conditions under which such 
coordination is likely to be established or maintained. 

258. Collusion is not inevitable in concentrated markets . For a collusive agreement to be established and 
sustained, firms must ensure that there are no incentives to deviate from the agreement.202 This 
means firms need to be able to monitor the extent of adherence to an agreement and punish those 
that cheat on the agreement.203 

259. Although monitoring and punishment need not be perfect, it is difficult for collusion to be sustained 
when:204 

a. monitoring is costly and inaccurate, because this allows firms to cheat on a collusive agreement 
without being punished; or 

b. punishment for cheating either does not take place, takes a long time to occur, or does not have 
a big effect on the cheating firm 's profits. 

260. Collusion can therefore only take place if: 2os 

a. the firms involved are able to reach a collusive agreement - being the phenomenon by which 
firms achieve a common understanding, whether derived tacitly or explicitly, of how they each 
should conduct themselves and potentially allocate the benefits from collusion; 206 

b. the firms have an incentive to adhere to an agreement, rather than deviate from it - this requires 
that:207 

i. firms monitor whether their rivals are adhering to the agreement; and 

ii. those firms that do not adhere to the agreement (ie, they 'cheat' or 'deviate') expect 
to incur a cost (ie, a 'punishment') - say, in the form of lower prices for a period -
that is greater than the benefit from cheating on the agreement;208 and 

c. the firms outside the agreement are not able to supply such large quantities in competition with 
the firms in the agreement, such that it is undermined. 209 

261. We consider each of the three necessary conditions below and the extent to which they could relate to 
coordination of prices in the grocery market. 

202 Baker, J, Two Sherman Act section 1 dilemmas: parallel pricing, the oligopoly problem, and contemporary economic theory , The 
Antitrust Bulletin, 1993, p 152. 

203 Stigler, G J, A theory of oligopoly, Journal of Political Economy, 72, 1, 1964, pp 44 and 46. 
204 Baker, J, Two Sherman Act section 1 dilemmas: parallel pricing, the oligopoly problem, and contemporary economic theory , The 

Antitrust Bulletin, 1993, p 152. 
205 Davies, C, and Wainscoat, L, Not quite a cartel: applying the new concerted practices prohibition, Competition & Consumer Law 

Journal , 25, 2017, p 203. Stigler identified in 1964 that for collusion to occur the parties need to agree on prices, monitor behaviour 
and punish defectors. See: Stigler, G J, A theory of oligopoly, Journal of Political Economy, 72, 1, 1964, pp 45-46. Isaac and Plott 
explained in 1981 that firms had to solve two problems to collude: how to initiate a collusive arrangement and how to implement it. 
See: Green, E J, Marshall, R C and Marx, L M, Tacit collusion in oligopoly, in Blair, RD and Sokol , D D (eds), The Oxford handbook of 
international antitrust economics, volume 2, Oxford University Press, Oxford , December 2014, p 3. 

206 Hay, GA, Facilitating practices: the ethyl case (1984), Cornell Law School Legal Studies Research Paper Series, p 14. Kovacic, WE 
et al , Plus factors and agreement in antitrust law, Michigan Law Review, 110, 3, 2011, p 408. 

207 Hay, GA, Facilitating practices: the ethyl case (1984), Cornell Law School Legal Studies Research Paper Series, p 15. 
208 This requires that it is in firm's interest to administer the punishment when necessary, and that the punishment is sufficiently bad for 

the firm being punished. See, for example: Baker, J, Two Sherman Act section 1 dilemmas: parallel pricing, the oligopoly problem, and 
contemporary economic theory, The Antitrust Bulletin, 1993, p 158; and Green, E J, Marshall, R C and Marx, L M, Tacit collusion in 
oligopoly, in Blair, RD and Sokol, D D (eds), The Oxford handbook of international antitrust economics, volume 2, Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, December 2014, p 8. 

209 Carlton, D W, and Perloff, J M, Modern Industrial Organisation , 4th edition, Pearson Education Limited, Harlow, Essex, 2015, p 155. 
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4.2.1 Very difficult for grocery retailers to reach an agreement 

Uniform pricing as a coordination mechanism 

262. The first requirement for coordination to occur is for rival firms to reach an agreement. This may be 
done explicitly or implicitly. 

263. In the context of uniform pricing, this would involve an agreement about raising uniform national prices 
above the competitive level for competing products sold across the major retailers stores. There are 
several factors that may make an agreement about the setting of such prices improbable in the 
grocery sector. 

264. First, the major grocery retailers face different competitive constraints because they do not have 
identical footprints or market shares in each local market. This will give grocery retailers different 
incentives to set prices. In contrast, Dobson and Waterson 's model is based on symmetric competitors 
facing identical demand functions in separate monopoly markets. However, this is not reflective of 
reality. 

265. Adding to the complexity, the major grocery retailers each operate three separate banners with a 
differentiated retail offer in terms of price, quality, range, and service. This means: 

a. there is a very large number of prices to be agreed, with thousands of SKUs sold across the six 
banners; 

b. prices for various product categories are likely to be determined by a range of managers; 

c. marginal costs are likely to vary between banners due to differences in quality, range, and 
service; and 

d. the number of variables on which firms must agree expands as a result of non-price competition, 
making it more difficult to detect cheating. 210 

266. As such, it is improbable that the major grocery retailers would be able to reach a consensus on prices 
in such a way that would weaken competition in the sector. 

4.2.2 Internal stability of agreement 

267. Where an agreement can be reached between competitors, collusion is internally stable if firms have 
an incentive to adhere to the agreement rather than deviate from it. This requires that firms are able 
to: 

a. monitor their rival's actions so that they can detect deviation when it occurs, and 

b. effectively punish rivals, such that the costs are greater than the benefits of cheating . 

268. In the context of uniform pricing in the grocery market, rivals are unlikely to be able to monitor 
defection and prevent cheating for a number of reasons. 

269. First, rivals would need to monitor the prices of thousands of products across hundreds of stores to 
detect deviation. We understand that Foodstuffs tries to monitor the prices of Woolworths (in addition 
to other retailers), 211 but this is an imprecise exercise because there are many thousands of products 
with prices changing often , in which case some cheating would be possible without there being a 
punishment. Conduct such as this would undermine coordination. 

21° Church, J and Ware R, Industrial organisation: A strategic approach, Irwin McGraw-Hill, Boston, 2000, p 345 . 
211 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report , December 2021 , sections 'Price competition' and 

'Competition with VWVNZ' . 
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270. The presence of non-price competition and differentiation in the retail offering means that firms can 
cheat not only by reducing their prices or increasing their output, but in a vast number of ways that are 
not easily detected, such as by improving service quality. 21 2 Increasing the number of ways to cheat 
reduces the stability of the agreement. 

271 . Finally, prices are set by category managers for FSNI on an island-wide basis, and individual FSNI 
members have the ability to (and often do) discount below the island-wide prices.213 This suggests that 
it would be difficult for Foodstuffs to maintain prices above the competitive level as part of a collusive 
agreement because local FSNI members would benefit by undercutting prices that had been agreed to 
at an island-wide level. 

4.2.3 External stability of agreement 

272. An agreement is externally stable if there is limited or no entry or expansion from firms outside of the 
collusive agreement, despite high profits being earned by the incumbents.214 

273. Competition from new or existing firms can undermine the profitability of an agreement, causing it to 
break down. It follows that an agreement must cover a sufficiently large proportion of the market 
and/or entry and expansion must be sufficiently difficult for an agreement to be stable. 

274. This is not the case in the grocery sector in New Zealand. There are a number of other retailers 
exerting competitive pressure on the major retailers , including specialist stores like butchers, 
fishmongers, and fresh food grocers, as well as larger retailers like Chemist Warehouse. 

275. Further, there does not appear to be any material barriers to entry or expansion for competitors 
catering for a range of shopping missions, operating different business models, and competing across 
the PQRS spectrum. 21 5 As such, high profits accruing as a result of coordination are likely to 
encourage entry. 

276. In summary, coordination in the grocery sector appears to be highly unlikely. The economic literature 
referred to by Commissioner Small suggests there may be some circumstances, in theory, where 
coordination under uniform pricing may lead to higher profits than would be otherwise earned. 
However, this does not take account the real world complexities of reaching and maintaining such an 
agreement to raise prices. 

277. These practical challenges are consistent with the findings set out in the Commission 's draft report. 
The Commission states that its study did not disclose evidence that the major grocery retailers are 
accommodating each other's strategies. 216 

278. In summary, it appears that the paper referred to by Commissioner Small does little to support the 
position that coordination is likely between the major grocery retailers as a result of the adoption of 
uniform pricing strategies. 

4.3 Views on uniform pricing by competition regulators 

279. Competition regulators in several countries support the view that retailers adopt uniform pricing 
strategies across large geographic regions for reasons other than to facilitate a weakening of 

212 Church, J and Ware R, Industrial organisation: A strategic approach, Irwin McGraw-Hill , Boston, 2000, p 345. 
213 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, sections 'Price competition'. 
214 Davies C and Wainscoat L, Not quite a cartel: Applying the new concerted practices prohibition , 2017, 25 Competition & Consumer 

Law Journal 173, p 204. 
215 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021, section 'Conditions of entry and 

expansion'. 
216 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 112. 
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competition. It is recognised as a common practice in grocery markets in countries like the United 
Kingdom and Australia. 217 

280. In the United States, a working paper published by the Federal Trade Commission on uniform pricing 
suggests many large retailers set prices in broad geographic regions, rather than in response to highly 
localised demand conditions, noting:218 

Retailers have an incentive to exploit highly localized market power by charging different prices at 
each retail outlet in response to highly localized demand and competition . There are, however, 
significant costs of implementing highly localized pricing. Determining optimal prices at the store 
level requires retailers to invest significant resources in learning localized demand, and too much 
price variation across a retailer's stores within a metro area can affect a firm 's ability to offer 
consumers a consistent price image. As a result, we observe retailers pursuing different pricing 
strategies within the broad markets they operate in. 

281. In the UK, the Competition Commission considered enforcing national pricing as a remedy for price 
discrimination by supermarkets in 2000. 219 The regulator was concerned about the practice labelled 
'price flexing ', where retailers set different prices in local areas to take advantage of local conditions. 220 

282. The inquiry set out that many grocery retailers adopted national pricing strategies and did not see this 
as a problem for competition, noting that the approach was used by low-cost providers, such as Lidl, 
to keep administrative costs, and therefore prices, down. 221 Uniform national pricing was not ultimately 
recommended. However, this highlights the potential for many pricing strategies to be considered 
either anti- or pro-competitive, depending on their implementation. 

283. In its inquiry into the grocery sector in 2008, the ACCC noted that larger supermarket chains often set 
national and regional pricing policies.222 The regulator set out a number of factors influencing retailers 
to set uniform prices, including :223 

a. cost savings from standardising aspects of its operations, such as product labelling and pricing , 
across a large number of stores; 

b. greater returns from promotions and advertising expenditure ; 

c. local markets with the same competing supermarket chains across local areas ; 

d. consumer dissatisfaction when observing different prices for the same product in different stores. 

284. However, the ACCC did not express concern that uniform pricing could be adopted to facilitate 
coordination and a weakening of competition. 

21 7 See, for example: ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 80; 
and Competition and Markets Authority, Anticipated merger between J Sainsbury PLC and Asda Group Ltd, Final report, April 2019, 
para 26. 

218 Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Hosken, D, Olson, Land Smith, L, Do retail mergers affect competition ? Evidence from grocery 
retailing , December 2012. 

219 Competition Commission , Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK. Volume 1: Summary and 
conclusions , October 2000, para 2.566, p 146. 

22° Competition Commission, Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK. Volume 1: Summary and 
conclusions , October 2000, para 2.566. 

221 Competition Commission , Supermarkets: A report on the supply of groceries from multiple stores in the UK. Volume 2: Background 
and evidence, October 2000, para 5.161 , p 72. 

222 ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 80. 
223 ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries , July 2008, p 80. 
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Stability of market shares 

285. In this section, we review the validity of the contention in the Commission's draft report that the 
stability of market shares is evidence that competition is not working well for consumers. 

286. In our opinion, there is insufficient information to draw a conclusion that market shares are stable 
because: 

a. the Commission does not have good quality information on market shares; 

b. the shares used by the Commission are annual, when competition occurs over a matter of days; 

c. the information used by the Commission aggregates the shares of individual firms into groups; 
and 

d. there is variation in market shares, even when they are aggregated into a yearly basis for a 
group of firms. 

287. The Commission has found that the combined share of the major grocery retailers varies by 
approximately three to six per cent per year when specialist grocery retailers are excluded. This does 
not lead to any particular conclusion about the nature of competition because: 

a. there is some variation from year to year, ie, some net switching from major grocery retailers to 
or from other grocery retailers has taken place - there is no reason to believe that this amount of 
variation indicates a problem with competition; and 

b. using annual shares is not appropriate when retailers monitor sales and the conduct of rivals on 
a weekly basis and react quickly - there will be variation in market shares from week to week 
that is lost when considering annual shares. 

288. Stable market shares are equally consistent with effective competition between firms with similar cost 
bases. These firms would be expected to increase and decrease their prices in line with their 
underlying cost base, which is similar. 

289. Stable market shares can indicate that there is a lack of competition if they are caused by collusion , or 
there is only a small proportion of customers that would consider switching between the firms. 
However, the available evidence does not support these reasons, so any stability in market shares is 
not likely to be caused by a lack of competition. 

5.1 Commission's conclusion regarding stable market shares 

290. The Commission has said that the stable nature of grocery market shares is evidence that: 

a. other grocery retailers do not compete strongly with the major grocery retailers; 224 and 

b. the major grocery retailers are not competing closely with each other. 225 

291 . The information the Commission uses to reach the conclusion that market shares are stable is set out 
in section 5 of the Commission's draft report, and is drawn from three main sources, ie: 226 

224 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 5.91. 
225 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 5.93. 
226 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.80 and para 5.91. 
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a. table 5.1 of the Commission's draft report, which shows the estimated market shares of 
Foodstuffs and Woolworths (separately) in the North Island, South Island, and the whole of New 
Zealand in January of each year from 2015 to 2020 227 - this is based on a sample of market 
share estimates provided by the major grocery retailers; 

b. figure 5.1 of the Commission's draft report , which provides annual market share estimates for the 
major grocery retailers (combined) and the other grocery retailers (combined) based on sales 
revenue for FY15 to FY19, based on data from the major grocery retailers and a sample of other 
grocery retailers - the major grocery retailers have a combined share of approximately 97 per 
cent of grocery revenue in this figure, for each of the years;228 and 

c. figure 5.2 of the Commission's draft report, which provides annual market share estimates for 
FY15 to FY19, for: 

i. the major grocery retailers combined; and 

ii. other grocery retailers combined; 229 

292. Based on this evidence, the Commission states there is little variation in market shares over time. 230 In 
our opinion, the information set out above is insufficient to draw such a conclusion because: 

a. the market shares are on an annual basis, or for January of each year. Competition between 
grocery retailers occurs over the short term because customers and retailers can react over a 
period of days.231 Market shares at the banner level are variable from week to week. Figures 
Figure. Figur. and Figure. below demonstrate that it is not uncommon for the market 
shares of PAKn'SAVE and New World to fluctuate between ith a 
region. Examining annual market shares eliminates the week-to-week variation and response of 
grocery retailers to changes in market conditions; 

b. most of the information is for the major grocery retailers combined , and for some other grocery 
retailers combined, in which case the market shares of each retailer may be variable, but these 
variations can be lost in the aggregation process; 

c. the data is of poor quality because: 

i. the Commission does not know how the market shares in table 5.1 of its draft report 
were calculated. It said there were some inconsistencies in the data, and they come 
from a range of sources, and so may not be comparable over time. It is not clear 
which other grocery retailers are included in forming the market share estimates (or 
whether this is consistent over time) and what units were used for each estimate. 
The Commission recognises the limitations of this data and so presents market 
share estimates using a ten per cent range - this data is therefore not sufficiently 
reliable to draw a conclusion regarding whether the market shares of each of the 
major grocery retailers, or both of them combined, are stable or not; 232 

227 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, paras 5.82-5.83. 
228 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.86 . 
229 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, figure 5.2, p 130. 
23° Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.91. 

232 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 5.84. 
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ii. the market share estimates in figure 5.1 of the Commission's draft report are based 
on a sample of grocery retailers, ie, not all of them. 233 The sample appears to be 
very limited and include only the major grocery retailers, Moore Wilson's, Farro 
Fresh and Commonsense Organics. 234 This is consistent with the shares for other 
grocery retailers combined (two to three per cent) being much lower than those in 
figure 5.2 of the draft report (20-30 per cent), the estimate of Canstar (15 per 
cent), 235 and those from the major grocery retailers (5-25 per cent)236 - the 
estimates in figure 5.1 differ so much from others that they should not be relied 
upon; and 

iii. the market share estimates provided in figure 5.2 of the draft report over-estimate 
the share of the major grocery retailers because they do not include specialist 
grocery retailers, but it is a consistent data set over time. 237 

293. In our opinion, the information provided by the Commission can only be used to draw the conclusion 
(from figure 5.2 of the Commission's draft report) that the combined share of the major grocery 
retailers varies from one year to the next by approximately three to six per cent when specialist 
grocery retailers are excluded. 238 However, the exclusion of specialist grocery retailers means that 
some variation in market shares is likely to be missed. 

294. No conclusion can be drawn about the stability of the market share of Foodstuffs and Woolworths 
individually because no reliable data is provided by the Commission on this topic. 

295. In our opinion, the fact that the combined share of the major grocery retailers varies by approximately 
three to six per cent when specialist grocery retailers are excluded does not lead to any particular 
conclusion about the nature of competition between major grocery retailers and other grocery retailers. 
This is because: 

a. there is some variation from year to year, ie, some net switching from major grocery retailers to 
or from other grocery retailers has taken place (even though it does not provide any information 
about the total amount of switching between firms) - there is no reason to believe that this 
amount of variation indicates a problem with competition; 

b. 
There is variation in market 

shares from week to week that is lost when considering annual shares. For example, in the North 
Island: 

i. 

233 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, para 5.86. 
234 Commerce Commission , Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 3.28. 
235 No information is available on how this estimate was calculated . See: FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study 

draft report, December 2021, section 'The Commission's market share analysis does not present an accurate picture'. 
236 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , p 5.90. 
237 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.88, footnote 301. 
238 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, figure 5.2, p 130. 
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c. it is possible that retailers are growing and shrinking , but this cannot be seen from the 
Commission 's draft report because the market shares are aggregated to the major grocery 
retailers combined, and other grocery retailers combined; and 

d. there are a number of reasons that may be contributing to market shares being stable, and stable 
market shares do not necessarily indicate a lack of competition, as we explain in section 5.3 
below. 

5.2 Local market shares are not stable over time 

296. Competition between grocery retailers in New Zealand takes place on a local and national basis on 
each of price, quality, range and service. 242 For example , Foodstuffs monitors and responds to the 
prices of other stores and it sets prices at an island level, but local managers are able to , and do, 
make some changes to prices. 243 

297. In our opinion, an assessment of whether market shares are stable should therefore consider them at 
a local level. Prices vary considerably between banners, 244 so it also makes sense to see how the 
share of each banner varies at a local level (and over the short term, as described in paragraph 303). 

298. By way of example, figure 5.1 ,Figure. Figure 5.3 below shows that shares of grocery sales, which 
includes sales of seafood, liquor, deli, bakery, produce, butchery, and Asian/ethnic food stores, as well 
as the Countdown competitor set, in the regions of Auckland , Manawatu-Wanganui and Tasman 
between December 2016 and January 2018, vary from week to week for each banner at a regional 
level (data at a local level is not available to us). 245 

299. Figure 5.1,Figure . Figure 5.3 below illustrate the fluctuations in market share that occur on a short
i . For exam le at PAKn'SAVE in Auckland , it is not uncommon for market share to 

with some weekly changes - A similar 
pattern 1s seen in t e anawatu- anganui region and across m~ Zealand for 
which we have data. 

300. In the Tasman region, shown in figure Figur- weekly fluctuations in market share arell 
or both PAKn'SAVE and New- d, it is not uncommon for shares to change y 

ver the space of a week or fortnight, with weekly changes up to 

242 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report, December 2021 , sections 'Price competition ', and 'ORS 
competition' . 

243 FSNI, Post-conference submission on the grocery market study draft report , December 2021 , section 'Price competition '. 
244 See: Frontier Economics, Econometric analysis of the New Zealand Retail Grocery Sector, Report for the Commerce Commission, 

July 2021 , table 7, p 18. 
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301. Whilst there is variation in market shares from week to week, this does not tend to lead to large share 
changes over a year or more because rivals are able to respond quickly to price and share changes. 

302. Aggregating market shares at an island or national level means that some of that variation is lost. For 
example, the 

303. We conclude that the Commission is not able to draw the conclusion that market shares are stable 
because it has not examined market shares at a weekly or local level. The available evidence 
suggests that there is variation in market shares between local areas and across time. 

5.3 Stable market shares do not indicate a lack of competition 

304. The Commission concludes that market shares are stable over time, and that: 247 

This suggests that the major grocery retailers are not competing closely with each other. In a 
workably competitive market, we would expect to see greater variation in market shares as firms 
compete for each other's customers. 

305. There are a number of factors that could affect whether market shares are stable, setting aside the 
question of competition, including: 

a. the profit margin - a firm is more likely to respond quickly to losing market share (leading to more 
stable shares) if a loss of sales has a significant effect on its profits; 

247 Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021 , para 5.93. 
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b. how quickly firms are able to respond to each other - the quicker they are able to respond, the 
more stable market shares will appear; 

c. the stability of demand - market shares are more likely to be stable when demand is also stable ; 
and 

d. whether the firms have similar cost bases - market shares may be stable because firms have a 
similar cost of providing a product. 

306. Stable market shares are consistent with effective competition between firms with similar cost bases. 
In this situation, the firms would be expected to increase and decrease their prices in line with their 
underlying cost base, which is similar. Market shares would be stable because the relative prices of 
suppliers would not change much over time. Entry would not be profitable because prices would be 
close to the level of costs. 

307. It follows that stable market shares do not, on their own, indicate a lack of competition. They can be 
consistent with a lack of competition depending on the reason for that stability. Stable market shares 
can indicate that there is a lack of competition if they are caused by: 

a. there being only a small proportion of customers that would consider switching between the 
firms; or 

b. collusion between the firms, eg , market sharing would lead to stable market shares. 

308. There is no indication of the Commission having explored the cause of the stable market shares (if 
shares are indeed stable). It follows that the Commission is not able to conclude that they indicate a 
lack of competition. 

309. The available evidence indicates that consumers use multiple grocery retailers, and so presumably 
would switch between them. The analysis in our previous report shows that respondents to the 
Commission 's survey commonly shop from multiple banners, 248 and information from Foodstuffs 
indicates that many consumers purchase groceries from both the two major grocery retailers. 249 

310. The Commission states that its work did not disclose any evidence that the major grocery retailers are 
accommodating each other's strategies. 250 We set out in section 4.2 that coordination between grocery 
retailers is highly unlikely. 

311. We conclude therefore that the available evidence is not consistent with stable market shares being 
caused by a lack of competition. 

312. Last, the degree of market share stability described by the Commission is similar to other markets. For 
example, Table 5.1 below shows that over a similar period to table 5.1 in the Commission's draft 
report, grocery market shares in Great Britain have also been reasonably stable. The stability of the 
market shares set out by the Commission is similar to those below, ie, they are not particularly 
unusual. 

248 HoustonKemp, Empirical evidence of grocery sector competition , September 2021, para 116. 
249 FSSI, Foodstuffs South Island's submission on grocery market study draft report, para 272. 
25° Commerce Commission, Market study into the retail grocery sector, Draft report, July 2021, p 111. 
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Jan-17 Jan-18 Jan-19 Jan-20 Jan-21 

Tesco 28.1 27.9 27.7 27.3 27.3 

Sainsbury's 16.5 16.3 15.9 15.8 15.9 

Asda 15.6 15.5 15.3 14.9 14.3 

Morrisons 10.9 10.8 10.6 10.3 10.4 

Aldi 6.2 7 7.5 7.9 7.4 

The Cooperative 6 5.8 5.9 6 6 

Lidl 4.5 5 5.3 5.9 6.1 

Waitrose 5.3 5.2 5.1 5 5 

Iceland 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 

Symbols and Independent 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7 

Other Multiples 2.9 2.7 3.6 1.7 1.8 

Ocacio 1.4 1.6 

Stability of market shares 

Source: Kantar, see: https:/lwww.kantarworldpanel.com/en/grocery-market-share/great-britain/snapshot, accessed 22 November 2021 

313. The New Zealand Productivity Commission has found that many sectors had stable Hirschman
Herfindahl Indexes (HHI), ie, the sum of the square of the market shares from all firms in the market, 
from 2005 to 2016, including for supermarkets. 251 Stable levels of HHI are likely to be caused by 
market shares being stable over time. 

314. The New Zealand Productivity Commission was not particularly concerned about this, stating that: 252 

Across time, the HHI measure tends to be the most stable, but th is is not surprising given that in 
many industries the HHI values based on the national market shares of a large number of small 
firms 

315. We conclude that many sectors have stable market shares, especially when measured on an annual 
basis, and this does not indicate that competition is weak. 

251 See, for example: New Zealand Productivity Commission , Competition in New Zealand: highlights from the latest data , August 2019, 
figure 4, p 11. 

252 New Zealand Productivity Commission, Competition in New Zealand: highlights from the latest data , August 2019, p 13. 
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